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Subpoenas served on I 
defense con,tractors 
WASHINGTON WPIJ -
The Justice Department 
served about 200 subpoenas on 
defense contractors and in-
dividuals U! a nationwide in-
vestigation of Pentagon 
corruption described as so 
"widespread it's almost a way 
of life," law enforcement 
sources said Thursday. 
The investigation, disclosure 
of which jolted the defense 
industry, has implicated as 
many as 15 mil.:tary con-
tractors, five Defense 
Department officials and more 
than a half dozen private 
consultants alleged to have 
served as middlemen. 
Sourees familiar with the 
inquiry said it also has led 
investigators to eX[.olore the 
activities of congressional 
offices, but they declined to 
identify them. 
Attorney General Edwin 
Meese told reporters at the 
Justice Department he was 
hopeful all the indictments in 
the case "will be completed 
within the next 30 to 90 days." 
While Justice Department 
officials were closed-mouthed 
about the inq .... iry, a search 
warrant on file in federal cc.urt 
in St. Louis shed new light 011 
the role of former Navy official 
Melvyn Paisley, described as a 
central figure. 
The warrant, which was 
served on the McDonnell 
Douglas Corp., allege<! that in 
serving as a company con-
sultant Paisley obtained 
classified or secret Pentagon 
d:ita to help sell the company's 
fighter planes. 
FBI agents searched the 
offices of McDonnell 
marketing vice president 
ThOlT,as Gunn, even as they 
sealed off Paisley's 
Gus Bode 
Gus says It's good to know 
there's a defense against the 
~efense department. 
Washington and McLean, Va., 
offices. 
One source familiar with the 
investigation said the alleged 
corruption was uncovered with 
the help of wiretaps on th~ 
telephones of several private 
See FRAUD, Page 5 
Spring sabbatical exceeds 
prof's goals, report says 
8y Robert Baxter 
StaffWmer 
A law professor, who began 
his congressional campaign 
while on a University sab-
batical, exceedt!d his goals for 
research and writing during 
the paid leave, according to a 
University report. 
Chancellor Lawrence K. 
Pettit was questioned by an 
Illinois House committee 
about University policies that 
allowed Patrick J. Kelley to 
run for Congress while on paid 
leave. Kelley was on sab-
batical for the SpMilg semester 
and received $5,900 monthly. 
The sabbatical ended May 15. 
State Rep. Larry D. Hicks, 
D-Mount Vernon, spent most of 
the 20 minutes alloted him to 
ask Pettit questions during a 
hearing on the University 
budget to ask about Kelley's 
sabbatical. 
Kelley is running against 
~tate ~en. Glelln Poshard, D-
Carterville. in the November 
general election for a 
congressional seat now held by 
Kenneth J. Gray. Gray is 
retiril'g at the end of his 
current term. 
Kelley was granted a paid 
leave to work on a book about 
former U.S. Supreme Court 
This \lorning 
Kelley announces 
drug policy 
- Page 5 
AD c~ndidate 
wants it tough 
- Sports 20 
I Sunny, 85. 
I 
Justice Oliver Wendell 
Holmes. 
A memorandum from 
Rennard J. Strickland, dean of 
the School of Law, to Kelley 
savs he more than met 
University ~uirements for 
work accomplished during a 
sabbatical. 
"Taken together, all of your 
scholarship far exceeds the 
planned work which you 
outlined for what you would 
have accomplished in the full 
year of your original leave 
request," the memo f\tated. 
Strickland said Kelley 
completed his required work 
and still maintained his 
position as chair of the ad hoc 
~~~~~tol~:S~d~ 
Ethics Code, the number one 
goal facing all law school 
facult" at the time 
"In -addition to working on 
the Oliver Wendell Holmes 
book, I also wrote a survey 
article on recent developments 
in Illinois Tort law at the 
request of the Southern Illinois 
Law Journal," Kelley said. "I 
also gave a presentation at the 
SID law school sponsored by 
the Illinois State Bar 
Association and continued 
chairing the ad hoc CCID-
mittee." 
Kelley said he believes 
accusations of his having used 
University-paid time to 
campaign for Congress are 
unwarranted 
" I feel these accusations are 
politically motivated, and they 
are simply not true," Kelley 
said at a press conference 
Thursday morning at Turley 
Park. 
Kelley applied for his sab-
batical leave in October 1986, 
long before be !loll! decided to 
run for Congress. 
Chancellor Lawrence J. 
Pettit said there is no policy 
for University employees who 
want to run for publiC office or 
for those wanting a reduced 
course load for a semester. 
KelJey will return to faculty 
this fall, but with a shorter 
schedule and a cut in pay. 
" I will be taking a 25 percent 
pay ("ut next fall, but still 
teachmg a full course load," 
Kelley said. 
Kelley said he will be 
working three-quarters time 
this fall and will not have to do 
the research or public service 
that he has tione in. the past, 
giving him time to campaign 
for office. 
Amendment added to 
appropriations bill 
By Susan Curtis 
Staff Writer 
A change in a bill that would 
appropr;ate money for SIU-C 
is expected to postpone action 
on the bill until the tax in-
crease issue is resolved. 
A tax increase would allow 
more money to be ap-
propriated for the University 
than is in the current bill. 
c~~~~::r~~~ 
bill 1694, changing the date it 
goes into effect. But the nt'W 
date was not announced. The 
bill was pa!>sed by a narrow 
vote and will go to the House 
See BUDGET, PAGE 5 
Sunsetc\)Jicert 
TOdd Donnetl. lead .Inger for Mr. Myers. perfar1u on the 
• ..,. 01 Shryock Thuraday night for the SunHt Concert 
SerIa. 
Task force opposes 
seating of AIDS victim 
By Megan Haucll: 
Staff Writer 
An AIDS victim has 
voiunteered to serve on the 
University's task force on the 
disease, but the task force bas 
not decided whether it wants 
him. 
Ron W. Flowers, diagnosed 
with AIDS in May 1986, said in 
April that be would 5eI""e on 
the task force if asked. 
The majority of the task 
force has said it opposes 
having Flowers on the force 
because he is not affiliated 
with the University. Flowers is 
from Missouri. 
"Having AIDS should Dot be 
a criteria for being on the task 
force," Barry Lawlor, a 
member of the committee, 
said. 
Jack Dyer, director of 
University Relations and 
spokesperson for the task 
force, said having Flowers on 
the task force would be too 
much of a public display. 
The task force, appointed by 
President John C. Guyon to 
develop a plan for dealing with 
the victims of the disease, met 
Thursday to review updated 
information about the AIDS 
virus. 
Committee members were 
shown recent statistics on the 
number of people diagnosed 
with AIDS and those who have 
died from it. So far, four people 
are reported to ha·,e the virus 
in Jackson C'O'.mty. One bas 
died. 
A recent Surgeon General's 
report, said 64,000 AIDS cases 
have been reported in the U.S. 
The report estimates that 
450,000 people will have the 
disease by 1993 and the death 
toU will be 180,000. 
John R. Moore, a health 
education instructor, said 
there are actually more AIDS 
cases than reported. People 
may move from one county to 
the next but the county of 
residency may remain the 
same, be said. 
"Someone from Cook County 
may move down to Jack!;(ln 
County to be with loved ones 
the !ast few years of his tile," 
Moore said. 
Members of the committee 
also were given the most 
recent information on ways the 
AIDS virus can be contracted. 
"The problem is people want 
to be given a 100 percent right 
answer and they can't because 
we don't know 100 pel"! ot 
about it yet," Moore said. "It 
=:U?J:~ple very un-
The two main ways of 
contracting the disease that 
have been positively identified 
are through sexual relations 
and intravenous drug use. The 
disease alw bas been con-
tracted thr\.-.ugh blood tran-
sfusions, although all blood is 
DO''' tested for the AIDS virus 
before it is used. 
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WELCOME BACK STUDL.t I ~! 
THE ORIGINAL fARMERs'MARKET Of CARBONDALE 
• H", .,.. IV." Saturday 8 .... - 12 I0OI 
• WUfM N.I~ ROIIte 13 Witt (BehW NeD'lIIlil) 
- We are a group of 30 local growers, bakers and crafters who sell from our own trucks 
in-season produce, plants, baked goods and crafts. 
-This week we feature fresh from the garden green beans, new potatoes, snoy, peas, 
raspb~~rri'es, cut flowers, zucchini, beets, plus baked goods, crafts and honey. 
STEELa!UED RADIAl 
TIGER 
PAW 
ALL· 
SEASON 
Newswrap 
world Ination 
Thousands stop working 
for uprising anniversary 
SOWETO, South Africa (L'PJ\ - A suspected guerrilla died in 
an explosion Thursday, public transportation was attacked a'ld 
thousands of blacks refused to work on the 12th anniversary of 
the Soweto uprising, which began in a schoolyard and ended six 
months and 1,000 deaths later. A work boycott by an estimated 
tt-.ns of thousands of blacks iuterrupted industrial production, 
slowed work at construction sites, shut downtown stores and 
emptied buses and trains, spokesmen for industry and tran-
sportation said. 
Suspects questioned in U.S. workers' deaths 
LIMA, Peru (UPO - Police interrogated five suspects 
Thursday in the execution-style rebel slaying of a young 
American rural development worker and reported a massacre in 
a remote Andean hamlet that left 12 peasants dead. The 
spokesman said the five suspects "were snooping around and 
had nothing to do at the time" when Gregory and Peruvian 
veterinarian Gustavo Alejandro Rojas were dragged from their 
car on a road near Huancayo, ordered to lie on the ground and 
shot in the head by Maoist guerrillas, who blew up the jeep with 
dynamite and fled. 
Violence, death mars parliamentary elections 
ALLAHABAD, India (UPI) - Election violence killed one 
person and wounded more than 100 others Thursday in state 
assembly and parliamentary voting, including one district that 
could decide whether a strong challenge will be mounted to oust 
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi. News repo.JOtji said about 65 per-
cent of more than 6 million people in eight states voted for seven 
lower bouse of Parliament and 11 state B'>Sembly seats left 
vacant by deaths and resignations. Ballot-eour:ting was expected 
to begin Friday. 
Security lapses blamed for Ireland bombing 
BELFAST, Northern Il-eland (UPI) - Britain's minister in 
charge of Northern Ireland Thursday criticized security lapses 
by off-duty soldiers that allowed Irish Republican. Army 
guerrillas to booby-trap their unmarked van, killing six. The 
explosion Wednesday night after a charity race attended by 4,000 
runners, including more than 200 off-duty soldiers, was the worst 
single blow by the IRA in a decade against British forces in 
Northern Ireland. 
Nazi war criminal was U.S. army employee 
WASIDNGTON (UPI) - The Army relied on war criminals for 
its post-World War II intelligence, allowing a Flemish Nazi to use 
the service to avoid punisbment for his war crimes, a Justice 
Department report charged Thursdaj'. Robert Jan Verbelen, 
convicted in absentia by a Belgian military court for the murder 
; of 101 people, worked for the Army's Counter Intelligence Corps 
in Vienna from 1946 to 1956. 
Senate leaders debatina welfare reform bill 
WASIDNGTON (UPI) -Senate leaders, following through on 
a threat to proceed without President Reagan's blessings, struck 
a bipartisan deal Thursday and began debate on a welfare 
reform bill. "What we have is a consensus between Republicans 
and Democrats," said Finance Committee Chairman Lloyd 
Bentsen, D-Texas, indicating a rift remains with aides to 
Reagan, who last Friday threatened to veto the bill. 
Parole is denied to Cuban inmates nationwide 
WASIllNGTON (UPI) - The Immigration and Naturalization 
Service said Thursday it has denied parole to more than 900 
Mariel Cubans being held in federal prisons nationwide amid 
reports some prison wanier.s are increasing security. The 
notices are being delivered personally to the Cuban inmates at 
the dis'.!retion of local prison c){ficials to avoid the outbreak of 
violence that erupted at prisons in Louisiana and Georgia late 
last November, officials said. 
Executives guilty of selling phony app~e juice 
NEW YORK (UPI) - Two former executives of Beech-Nut 
Nutrition Corp .• " the -nation's second largest baby food firm, 
Thursday were sentenced to one year and a day in _prison and 
fined $100,000 for betraying "a special trust" by selling phony 
apple juice. Former president and chief executive officer Niels 
Hoyvald, 54, of LebanOll, N.J., and former vice-president John 
Lavery, 56, of Schenectady, N.Y., we!"e convicted Feb. 17. _ 
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Prof helps extinguish industry's legal arguments 
By Richard Goldstein 
Staff Writer 
A University law professor 
believes he helped send the 
legal arguments of the tobacco 
industry up in smoke when a 
cigarette company lost . a 
landmark federal court 
decision Monday. 
Donald W. Garner's 
California Law Review article, 
"Cigarette Dependency and 
Civil Liability of Cigarette 
Manufacturers: A Modest 
Proposal," was cited when a 
~ederal district court judge, in 
1984, refused to dismiss Res.! 
Cipollone's suit against Liggett 
Group Inc. and two other 
cigarette cumpanies. 
Monday, a federal court jury 
found Liggett Group Inc. 
partially to blame for the 
~~~Ofa~!::d~'~~~ 
in damages to her widower. 
When refusing to dismiss the 
case in 1984, the judge agreed 
with Garner's 1980 paper that 
warnings on cigarette packs 
and adds do not necessarily 
protect the companies from 
product liability. 
. 'The Supreme Court has 
!'uled that Congress, before it 
overrides civil Jaw, has to 
make very clear its intention 
to do so," Garner said. "Those 
warnings have been used to do 
just that." 
The ruling based on Ga~­
ner's paper was later over-
turnerl by a New Jersey ap-
pellate court. Because of that 
ruling, Garner calls the time 
after 1966 - when the war-
nings began - a "legal black 
hole." In a personal injury 
suit, against tobacco com-
panies, no evidence from .!fter 
1966 may be used, he said. 
Since Cipollone had smoked 
the LIggett company's 
Chesterfields and L&M filters 
from 1942 to 1968, she could 
sue, Garner said. 
Garner said the plaintiff took 
up a strategy that should have 
been followed all along. T'le 
Cipollones concentrated on the 
conduct ,)f 1..1e tobacco in-
dustrv in the 1950s when 
cigarettes were portrayed as 
saie, he said. 
" . The tobacco industry) 
simply stu:-k its head in the 
sand," Garner said. Mark Z. 
Edell, the lawyer for the 
Cipollones, produced internal 
company documents which 
Garner said, "showed the 
indu'5try had not rione the 
research required of any 
legitimate industry." 
Garner related a story about 
tobacco industry-sponsored 
research which was brought 
out in court: "they spent about 
$2 million painting (cigarette) 
tar on the backs of rats, and 
found tumors on the rats. 
When asked why they did this 
research, instead of coming to 
the obvious conclusion that tar 
may cause tumors in humans, 
they said they wanted to 
prevent rat cancer." 
"They wanted to do a good 
deed for rats," Garner said. 
Garner said the tobacco 
industry has been so suc-
cessfull in its court cases, 
partly because it's lucky and 
partly because of its extensive 
legal resources. 
"When the ca~ were first 
tried in the '50s and '60s the 
defendant (tobacco com-
panies) won cases by saying 
nobody knew that (cigarettes) 
were dangerous," Garner 
said. "Now they're saying 
everybody knew. So, they're 
working both sides of the 
fence." 
"Sixty percent or futun, 
smokers begin smoking before 
or at 13 - this is a civil crime," 
he said,·It's a business that 
has to keep replenishing itself. 
When 300,000 customers die 
every year, you have to be 
open-mino.ed about where you 
::re going to get your 
customers. " 
Professors seek answers about smoking 
By Richard Goldstein 
Staff Writer 
Two SIU-C psychology 
profl'SSors want to know why 
nearly one-third of the United 
States population smoke, 
despite widespread ac-
ceptance of its dangers to 
health and the 1987 Surgeon 
General's report warning that 
nicotine causes dependency, 
David G. Gilbert, Robert A. 
Jensen and campus visitor 
Charles Meliska, professor 
from Monmouth College, are 
researching the biological 
basis of nicotine dependence. 
Their research focuses on 
how nicotine, and smoking in 
particular, affects t..ie brain. 
as well as metabolic functions 
such as heart rate and 
respiration. A machine 
developed at the University 
which allows researchers to 
determine precise smoke 
intake, will be used for their 
study, Gilbert said. 
Jensen said the nicotine high 
people get from smoking may 
be caused by the activation of 
I>odily hormones. The hor-
,'lones (Beta endorphins) are 
similar to chemicals that give 
morphine and heroine their 
addictive quality, he said. 
But, Gilbert and Jensen said, 
nicotine's chemical effects are 
small compared to opium-
based drugS and aren't the 
c.ause of nicotine dependency 
a& much as is the social en-
vironment. 
Gun control advocate defends shooting 
WASHINGTON <UPI) -
Syndicated columnist Carl 
Rowan, a staunch advocate of 
gun control, defended in a 
column Thursday his use of an 
unregistered pistol to wound a 
young man among a group of 
nocturnal intruders partying 
intili:pool. 
"I am appalled that so many 
people are so eager to spread 
their propaganda about gun 
laws that they ignore the first 
overriding iat't that my home 
was violated, my family was 
threatened bi strangers who 
came in the darkness," Rowan 
wrot£. 
S-WP~DY CNn 
man Jnterview witb United 
Press International Tuesday, 
Rowan said he discovered the 
trespassers "smoking pot and 
drinking beer." 
PIOf. Donald W. Gamer of the law school sits before some of 
the magazines from the '50s that contain ads promoting 
cigareHe smoking. 
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Cart-before-horse idea 
plagues summer session 
IN MUCH THE same way the summer months mean 
high temperatures for Souther'n Illinois' residents, 
summer classes mean heat for the deans of SIU-Cs 
eleven schools and colleges. The extended forecasts for 
each shows little relief in sight. 
Since the publication of the summer schedule of 
classses, Admissions and Records has recorded the 
cutting of 153 classes. A considerab!y large number of 
these was cut as late as mid-April, and some still are on 
the chopping block during the first week of classes. 
Why so late? Why does the University publish a 
schedule of classes and then say "Sorry, but our budget 
just won't allow us to teach this class during the summer 
session," after classes have begun? 
THE REASON IS simple. SIU-C's administration is -
as the saying goes - putting the cart before the horse. 
In the case of the summer session, it is placing the 
schedule before the budget. 
As early as December, a message from above reaches 
the desks of deans telling them to create tentative 
schedules of summer classes. At this point in the game, 
the deans possess no real knowledge of their budgets for 
the next summu. The schedules are little more than 
educated guesses. 
In 1987, the budget allotted for the f'.ummer session 
totaled $2,140,557. Believing Llult the 19b7 total was, by 
far, the lowest the administration could set aside for the 
summer session, many deans scheduled classes using 
last year's budget as a guideline. 
HOWEVER, WHEN THE the budget for 1988's sum-
mer session was announced in March, the administration 
had cut the budget to $1,852,618. The $287,939 difference 
meant the deans had to make a 14-percent cut from the 
classes they originally had offered. 
The decision process is long and grueling. Department 
l!~ds decide what cla'iSes are most popular and most 
important. 
Also taken into consideration is who is teaching the 
class, how much the professor maltes and whether or not 
a qualified, yet \~s expensive. substitute can take the 
expensive -professor's spot. 
WHEN IT'S .4LL over. aimost everyone has been 
affected. The students find out when they receive their 
report cards in May, or dUring the first week of classes, 
that a class has been canceled. Students who needed that 
particular class to gratiuate are out of luck. Also, the 
summer session'S fast pace makes entering another 
class extremely hard, even after one week. A student 
might already be two to .our chapters behind. Teachers, 
finding out that their services are either too expensive or 
not needed, pr~ left to find summer employment. All this 
because a book was produced before the respective 
schools knew what they had. 
GOV. JAMES R. Thompson's proposed tax increase 
would do a lot to end this summer dilemma. The cuts the 
University has had to make over the last two years 
because of the dwindling budget for higher education has 
left fewer funds to care for the needs of a growing SIU-C 
population. Record enrollments and unforeseen problet"lS 
have left the University in a tough spot, and money s,~t 
aside for the summer program is used to care for suct 
things. 
There are two things that can be done. First, set 
money aside for use only in the sammer budget. Second, 
move the dates the schedule goes to pr(>Ss and when the 
actual summer budget is announced closer together. 
These partial remedies WOUld take some of the heat 
out of taking summer classes and rid the administration 
of its time and money management and sequencing 
problems. The University has to get out of the habit of 
saying "Not enough money at this time" and "we'll take 
care of the problem when it arises." 
Doonesbury 
Wright's actions weren't wrong 
if he followed the right ethics code 
Speaker of the House Jim 
Wright was on television last 
weekend, defending himself 
against charges of miscon-
duct. He wasn't merely "on" 
television; he "was" 
television. 
You couldn't turn on your set 
Sunday morning without 
hearing the speaker's cooing 
voice. being reasonable. I was 
surprised he didn't turn up on 
the "At thc Half" show during 
the basketball game. 
But while it was a per-
formance remarkable for its 
Ubiquitousness, it wasn't that 
convincing. Wright shares 
with Richard Nixon the 
inability to synchronize his 
smile with his speech. H:s 
smil~ flashes on and off in-
discriminately while he 
speaks, like a warning beacon 
on a construction barrier. And 
what his eyes lack in Nixonian 
shiftiness, his manner more 
than makes up for in unc· 
tuousness. 
The total effect is that of a 
small-town funeral director 
trying to sell a bereaved 
family the mahogany model 
with the silver·plated handles. 
Which doesn't mean he's 
guilty, of course, but neither 
does it inspire confidence. 
So we now have both the 
nation's chief law enforcement 
officer and its chief lawmaker 
accused c! sleaze-ball 
behavior. 
Meese is charged with using 
his considerable influence 
within the Reagan ad· 
ministration to ease the way 
for his lawyer and close friend, 
E. Robert Wallach, to set up 
several business deals by 
which both he and Meese 
would profit at the expense of 
the government. 
Wright is accused of going 
out of his way to aid a couple of 
savings and loan companies in 
Texc.. and of accepting phony 
royalties for a phony book that 
Donald 
Kaul 
Tribune Media Services 
Congressional Democrats 
make a big thing about the 
"sleaze factor" in the Reagan 
administration and point to the 
large and growing number of 
Reagan appointees who have 
been found guilty of unethical 
hehavior, including some of 
the president's closest ad-
visers. What they fail to point 
out is that most of the things 
the Reagan people are being 
charged with wouldn't even be 
crimes if they were 
congressmen. 
Congresspersoos can leave 
was put together for him by a their jobs and immediately 
congressional aide working on begin to make bundles of 
government time. ' money lobbying their former 
Each denies the charges aDd ~. coll~~ on behalf. of .a 
expresses confidence that the ~peclal mterest, whIch IS 
ongoing investigations will illegal. for members of the 
clear them. executive branch .of ~oyern­
[ wouldn't be surprised if 
~~ ~~~rti~~lbr!d~ 
sense. The word from the 
special prosecutor looking into 
the Meese case is that they 
haven't been able to prove 
enough on the attorney general 
to indict him of anything. If 
that's the highest standard of 
conduct to which President 
Reagan wishes to hold the 
Justice Department, so \:Ie it. 
Wright, I think, is in for even 
smoother sailing. All he has to 
prove is that he hasn't violated 
any rules of the House of 
Representatives. That's like 
saying you didn't break any 
traffic laws in the Sahara 
Desert. 
There are no meaningful 
rules of conduct governing the 
ethics of Congress. Oh, they 
have some - I don't think a 
member is permitted to 
commit armed robbery u."less 
Congress is actually in session 
- but they don't amount to 
much. Generally speaking, 
Congr~ makes rules for the 
rest of us and exempts itself. 
ment. They can discrumnate 
in their hiring on the basis of 
race, sex, age or any damn 
thing they ph"3se. They can 
accept gifts from interests 
they are paId to watch over. 
They can even take bribes, 
providing the bi ibes are 
masked as honoraria or cer· 
tain kinds of campaign con-
tributions. 
It would be a scandal, if 
anyone cared. 
But we don't, so we don't do 
anything about it. We instead 
re-elect them to office again 
and again and complain about 
the mess in Washington. (In 
the last election 98 percent 'If 
the incumbents running for re-
election in the House won, 
which is better thr.n the 
Communist Party does in the 
Soviet Union.) 
The whole sad story is told in 
a new book, "The Best 
Congress Money Can Buy" by 
Philip M. Stern (Pantheon, 
$18.95). It's all laid out, 
chapter and VE!rse, names and 
figures. 
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Kelley discusses drug policy 
By Robert Baxter 
Staff Writer 
A law professor and can-
didate for Congress said 
education, law enforcement 
and rehabilitation efforts can 
eliminate the nation's drug 
problem. 
"We must educate our 
children against the evils of 
illegal drug use, support drug 
enforcement agencies in their 
fight against possession and 
USE; of illegal drugs and 
rehabilitate drug addicts," 
Patrick J. Kelley, candidate 
for Congress in the 22nd 
disaict, :;air!. He aaded this is 
the only way to abolish the 
demand for illegal drugs. 
"The Amerir.ctll people have 
had it with ilJegal drug use and 
now with the widespread 
politi.:al support calling f'.il" an 
end to the drug problem, we 
are presented with a golden 
opportunity to adopt common 
sense, workable programs to 
deal with the problem of illegal 
drug use," Keller said. 
"Congress is attempting to 
bring about a quick solution to 
the drug problem by bringing 
in the military to seal off our 
border and mandating the 
death penalty for drug 
kingpins " he said 
These 'solutio~ will have 
little or no effect on the drug 
problem- the only solution is a 
long-term commitment to 
eliminating the demand for 
drugs, Kelley said. 
"Expanded use of the 
military is not the answer.," 
he said. "Cooperative 
programs need to be expanded 
to meet the needs of drug 
enforcement agencies locally 
and statewide." 
Congress cut $72 million 
from President Reagan's 
proposed budget for the Coast 
Guard last y<;ar. This cutback 
hampered the Coast Guard's 
ability to stop the flow of 
illegal dmgs reaching the 
country by sea by as much as 
55 percent, Kelley said. 
Kelley said he had been 
fighting illegal drug use long 
before recent political support 
became apparent. 
From 1983 to 1987, Kelley 
said he served on the Southern 
Illinois Drug and Law En-
forcement Group board and 
helped increase its fundi~g. He 
said he also helped the 
operating area of the agency. 
Kelley saiq I.e has Ii personal 
stake in ~ Nar against illegal 
drugs. 
" I have three tee,!18ge 
daughters at home which adds 
to my commitment for a drug-
free-America," ne said. 
With many influential public 
figures recently asking for a 
national debate on 
legalization, there are those 
who feel "we cannot win the 
war against drugs," Kelley 
said. 
" The common sense 
solution to the drug problem 
lies in long-term, consistent 
commitments to a drug-free-
America, by all of us. Parents, 
children, educators, em-
ployers and employees need to 
be involved, starting in our 
own hometowns," Kelley said. 
"The idea that legalization 
would solve the p:oblem is 
wishful thinking and would 
turn an already difficult 
pnblem into a national 
disaster." 
Kelley is running against 
state Sen. Glenn Poshard, D-
Carterville, to fill the seat of 
retiring U.s. Rp.p. Ke.'m.::th 
Gray. 
FRAUD, from page 1---
military consultants 
representing some of the 
nation's largest defense 
contractors. 
The conversations, this 
source said, revealed evidence 
of a widespread pattern of 
payoffs to federal officials who 
would provide insider contract 
information. 
The kickbacks ranged from 
cash payments and gifts sw:h 
as pamtings to offers ei fu~ 
employment, the sourceaaid.' 
A federal law enfOl'CtF..eDt 
source said of the unfolding 
scandal. "It's big. It's 
widespread. It's almost a way 
of life," 
The Justice Department was 
serving about 200 subpoenas 
on military contractors and 
individuals, following up on 38 
searches Tup.sday at the 
homes and offices of at least 
five military officials and 
dozens IJf consultants and 
contractors, department 
sources said. 
-Administration sources said 
criminal indictments are 
expected soon, possibly 
beginning within three to four 
weeks. 
Some contractors angled to 
obtain competitors' "best and 
final" proposals or advance 
word of contract 
specmcations. the source said. 
The consultants would "buy 
from the government" key 
contract information, then 
peddle the informallon to the 
defensa contracture for 
lucrative consulting contracts. 
Land bank procedures criticized 
WASHINGTON (UPI) -
Officials at the failed Federal 
Land Bank at Jackson, Miss., 
were allowed to drive bank 
cars for personal use and, 
carried up to eight bank credit 
cards, the head of the Fann 
Credit Administration told 
Congress Tht;fSday. 
The land bank, part of the 
ailing Farm Cr«lit System, 
also failed to enfor .... -e ~O 
million in deficiency 
judgments, two of them more 
than a year old, and inventol1' 
recoros were too sketchy to 
coufirm allegations the bank 
purchased art work and 
oriental rugs, FCA chief Fraok 
Naylor charged. 
Naylor said there is DO 
evidence of wrongdoing, but he 
faulted the land bank for 
"weak auditing controls which 
make it difficult to say if 
everything is accounted for. " 
The Fann Credit System is 
the single largest pr.-Mder of 
agricultural finlmcing in 
America, accounting for one-
third of the market. Congress 
last year passed a package 
aimEd at rescuing the system 
from financial ruin. 
Members of a Senate 
agriculture subcommittee, at 
a hearing to review im· 
plementation of the rescue 
plan, said they were astounded 
by Naylor's report. They said 
it would diminiish confidence 
in FCS, which already is ac-
cused of high-handed dealings 
with farmers. 
"There is the ibility 
mOl'e)' was frit~Way. I 
WOlJJdn't blame the fanners of 
this country for wanting to 
storm the place and take 
whatever they can get," said 
Sen. David Boren, D-Okla. "It 
is an outrageous situa tion, " 
The land bank owned or 
leased 133 cars when it was 
placed in receivership, Naylor 
said, and 40 new cars were 
baing delivered to it. Em-
ployees were allowed up to 
1,000 mUes a week of personal 
use of the cars, and Boren said 
the cars were available to 
entry-level loan officers. 
"Some ~ployees had as 
many as eight credit cards" 
with credit limits up to $6,000, 
Naylor said, and there were 
"inadequate controls" on them 
but there are no "verified 
instances" of misuse. 
He also reported "per· 
manent advances" of $200 to 
$500 to some employees and a 
lack of documentatior for 
petty cash funds. 
BUDGET, from page 1---
floor for approval. 
Some University ad-
ministrators believe the 
ame.odmffllt is a strategy to 
keep the budget from bting 
passed before the tax increase 
ISSue is voted 011, ,1ames 
Brown, vice chancellor, S&id. 
The bill contairu; a 7 pen-ent 
salary increase for SIU-C 
faculty and staff. 
Gov. James R. Thompson's 
t'lX pr:oposal contains a 10 
percent mcrease for university 
faculty and staff salaries 
statewide. 
The budgets fN> all other 
state higher education systems 
also were amended to change 
the dates they go into effect. 
The commjttee did not allow 
Chancellor Lawrence K. 
Pettit, who was in Springfield 
representing SIU-C, or any of 
the other system heads to 
testify because the bearing 
ran later than expected. 
Student arrested on intimidaiion charge 
By John Walblay 
Staff Writer 
A Univet"Sity student was 
arrested CIll charges of in-
timidation following a con-
frontation around 10 p.m. 
Wednesdc:j at Lewis Park 
Apartments, according to 
police. 
Police said, Michael E. 
Magill, 20, a junior in finance, 
threatened a female resident, 
an ex-girlfriend. 
Magill, a resident of apart-
ment 33F. also was charged 
with poIiession of a firearm 
withUi.t :l valid firearm m'~e~ 
identification card, which was 
found in the a(:8rtment, police 
said. Magill was convicted of 
burglary and reckless conduct, 
which makes it illegal for hIm 
to own a gun. 
Pelice would not release the 
name of the victim. 
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Degree candidates display work 
By Richard Scheffer 
StaflWnter 
Paintings, drawings and 
wood and steel sculptures by 
thrt:£ master of fine arts 
degree candidates are being 
displayed at the University 
Museum through June 24. 
Among those displaying 
works is Susan Rozalsky, 
whose works are comprised of 
colored organic forms in-
teractin.g with hard-edged 
shapes of steel. 
Rozalskv says her work 
shows ·,the ability of ordinarv 
non-speciiic shapes to take on 
a poowerful presence through 
the use of color, placement and 
order . ., 
A number of simple objects 
pui together take on ;. mass, 
and when put together there is 
a certain amount of powtr in 
Lhem, she said. 
Rozalsky, who received a 
bacheior',; degree in oc-
c:.!!Jational therapy. said that 
one reason she went into art 
wa3 because she wanted to 
I>urk in an environment of 
more intensity 
Also displaying work is 
Timothy Doyle. His works are 
cIJmprised of cast metal 
'.,ohrr.::!s integrated with 
~:.t;-'. ed OOK forms. The works 
){)! E W;1jn~,t C dale 
A5755" 
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are inhel'ently organic in line 
and movement and presented 
in groupings. 
Doyle says the grouping of 
his work speaks of the family 
unit. 
"Althoug..~ there are several 
forms thaI. constitute a single 
whole, no one form is in-
dependent of the other," he 
said. "This idea stems from 
human behavior, for although 
we are individuals, we haye a 
na tura! need for others, " 
The pieces consist of angles, 
which "gives them gestural 
movement as if they're going 
through space together," 
Doyle said. 
'l'he exhibit, "The Heart of 
the Matter," has wood em-
bedded between cast metal. 
"The wood is the heart of the 
form." he said. 
Some of Doyle's sculptures 
and drawings are exhibited at 
L~I:' Art Phase I gallery In 
Chicago. His works als') have 
been exhibited in Kentucky. 
!\Iissouri, Iowa, bdiana, 
Tennessee and California. 
Yina Chang's exhibit in-
cludes paintings and 
drawings. Her works are 
composed of simple geometric 
elements and unusual per-
spectives. 
Chang's work deals with the 
relationship between nature 
and man-made dwellings. 
Although her work employs 
Western imagery, Chang says 
a thorough understanding of 
Eastern religion and 
philosophy is fundamental to 
its concept. 
"I consider myself a 
romantic, expressionist 
painter," Chan6 said. "But (I) 
also exert conscious control 
over both the dpvelopment of 
the image and its execution." 
Chang said she realizes that 
painting mirrors life. "I see 
painting as a tool to Uunk for 
myself and communicate with 
others." she said, 
Chang said she has had eight 
one-woman showings in Spain 
and two one-woman showings 
in Taipei, Taiwan. 
Although she has par-
ticipated in group exhibits in 
the United State", this is her 
first individual showing 
An opening reception for the 
three artists will be held from 6 
to 8 tonight at the Museum, 
located in Faner Hall. The 
public ;s invited. 
min a Macintosh! 
for details, 
come to the 
Mackinaw Room in 
the Student Center 
_£~~J~~rSday or ~~~!!~~ 
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Defective bolts discovered 
at 8 nuclear power plants 
WASHINGTON (UP!) -
Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission officials told 
Congress Thursday roughly 
10 percent of the bolts used 
at nuclear plants were 
found defective in a 1987 
study, but said the problem 
poses no major safety 
threat. 
At a House hearing, NRC 
officials said the survey of 
warehouse supplies at 75 
nuclear plants found 8 
percent of bolts used in 
safety equipment did not 
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The plants involved were 
Calvert Cliffs at Lusby, 
Md.; Brunswick, Southport, 
N.C.; Ginna, Rochester, 
N.Y.; Limerick, Limerick 
Township, Pa.; Maine 
Yankee, Wiscasset, Maine; 
Surry, Surry, Va.; North 
Anna, Mineral, Va.; and 
Trojan, Rainier, Ore. 
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Picasso 
Robert Nack, 2, tries his hand at painting at Rainbow's End Preschool Thursday. 
Mecham acquitted of six counts 
PHOENIX (UPIl - Im-
peached Gov. Evan Mecham 
and his brother, Willard, were 
acquitted Thursday of charges 
that they schemed to conceal a 
$350,000 campaign loan on 
state financial-dlsclosUI e 
forms. 
A jury of six men and two 
women deliberated 6·and-a-
half hours over two days 
before returning the 
unanimous verdict - the last 
remnant of nearly two years of 
political and legal troubles for 
the conservative Hepublican 
who won the state's highest 
office in 1986 on his fifth at-
tempt. 
Mecham, removed from 
office April 4 by a state Senate 
court of impeachment, and his 
in·olher. Willard, were accused 
of violating state law by 
allegedly concealing the loa!! 
made by Tempe, Ariz., 
developer and attorney Barry 
Wolfson. 
Mecham sat somberly as he 
listened to the verdicts, then 
broke mto a wide grin and 
shook hands With his a ttoraey . 
Evan Mecham, 64, could 
have faced a maximum 
penalty of nearly 22 years in 
prison if convicted. Willard, 67, 
could have faced 9-and-a-half 
years. 
Evan Mecham was 
acquitted of three counts of 
perjury, two counts of willful 
concealment and one count of 
filing a false umpaign con-
tributions and expenses 
report. Willard Mecham was 
acquitted of one count ,~aLil of 
perjury, willful concealment 
and filing a false st<1tement. 
Heat destroying heartland's crops 
By United Press International 
Weather forecasters, 
predicting more hot wea ther 
for the nation, offered scant 
hope for crop recovery in 
many drought·stricken farm 
fields Thursday as heat 
claimed two hves in Boston, 
Ohioans prepared an Indian 
rain dance and 1,000 barges 
clogged parts of the drying 
Mississippi River. 
The National Weather 
Service said showers and 
thunderstorms dampened 
parts of the parched Midwest 
and Great Plains. but the 
raindrops merely teased many 
farmer~ in Wisconsin, North 
Dakota and Mississippi 
Pre~ident Reagan 
recognized the severity of the 
dry conditions Thursday. 
setting lip a task force - in-
cluding the Agriculture and 
Interior clepartments and the 
vice president's office - to 
keep ti< bs on the drought and to 
ensure that current federal 
programs can handle the 
workload generated by the 
dev.~"tating weather. 
\\ceather service forecaster 
Harry Gordon said significant 
relief from the heat wave is not 
in sight this week because oi a 
mass of hot, dry aIr inching 
across the nation. 
[n Miss;ssippi. where the 
South Delta has receiven ollly 1 
inch of rain since mid-April. 
manv farmers are curtailing 
planting. 
"[ am 67 years old and [have 
never seen a drought like we 
are experiencing," said C.B. 
"Buddie" Newman. former 
speaker of the Mississippi 
House of Representatives and 
a Valley Park, Miss .. farmer. 
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New aircraft to fly commercially in '90s "~ WASHINGTON (UPl) -
The government announced 
plans Thursday to enable the 
public to trav~l between city 
centers by the mid-l990s in a 
new-fangled aircraft that flies 
like an airplane and lands like 
a helicopter. 
T. Allan McArtor, ad-
ministrator of the Federal 
Aviation Administration, said 
he authorized stepped-up 
commercial certification for 
the V-22C tiltrotor - a fixed-
wing aircraft with rotating 
engines that allow it to lift off 
and land like a helicopter and 
fly up to 1,000 miles like a 
regular propeller aircraft. 
Boeing and Bell Helicopter 
are developing the tiltrotor for 
the military and will build up 
to 900 of them for the Marines, 
Navy and Army starting in 
1991. 
McArtor said he wants to 
chop five to eight years off the 
time it would normally take to 
get a new military aircraft 
certified for commercial use. 
The tiltrotor, he said, is a 
perfect solution to the growing 
problem of crowded airports 
since theoretically it could 
take off and land in a small 
"vertiport" inside city limits. 
McArtor told reporters at a 
news briefing that he is 
"enough of a realist to know 
that we won't witness many 
major new airports built by the 
turn of the century ... so we 
must look for alternatives." 
"The tiltrotor clearly is the 
most exciting promise on our 
civil aviation horizon," he 
said. 
Bikers draw attention to disease 
SAN FRANCISCO (UP!) -
Two young women embarked 
on a 4,300-mile bicycle ride 
Thursday to raise public 
awareness about Parkinson's 
disease, an incurable 
degenerative brain disorder 
that has crippled some 1.5 
million Americans. 
Ann Marie Kane, whose 
father suffers from the af-
fliction, and her best friend, 
Pamela Cragin, hope their 
three-month, cross-country 
odyssey will teach people 
about the early signs of the 
disease, encourage them to 
form patient support groups 
and generate more research 
funds. 
"One in every thousand of 
our citizens is afflicted every 
year with a progressively 
disabling brain disease. 
Ignorance about it should not 
shroud our lives," said Kane, 
23, of South Portland, Maine, a 
1987 business administration 
graduate from the University 
of New Hampshire. 
"Families with newly 
diagnosed Parkinsonism need 
Oil,gas 
leasing 
delayed 
WASHINGTON (uPO 
Interior Secretary Don Hodel 
announced Thursday he will 
delay offshore oil and gas 
leasing in the North Atlantic 
and parts of the Gulf of Mexico 
off southern Florida in hopes of 
resolving environmental 
<.:oncerns. 
At the same time, members 
of the House Appropriations 
Committee rejected efforts to 
end congressionally imposed 
bans on offshore oil and gaS 
leasing activity in en-
vironmentally sensitive parts 
of the North Atlantic and the 
eastern Gulf of Mexico. 
Legislation approved by the 
panel would extend drilling 
bans in those areas, as well as 
off northern California. 
through Oct. 1, 1989. 
Prior to the final vote, the 
ctlmmittee voted 27-19 to reject 
a proposal to end the drilling 
moratorium off South Florida. 
A similar motion regarding the 
North Atlantic was defeated by 
voice vote and the northern 
California ban was not 
challenged. 
In a letter to the committee, 
Hodel criticized tbe drilling 
bans, saying they disrul>ted 
orderly management of the 
Outer Continental Shelf. 
Hodel alreadv has an-
nounced a delay in oil and gas 
leasing off northern California, 
which had been scheduled for 
Februarv 1989. He said he 
wanted to leave decisions on 
the matter to the next ad· 
ministration. 
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to know where to get in-
formation and assistance," 
said Cragin, also 23 and from 
South Portland, who wants to 
be a biology high school 
teacher. 
Nathan Slewett, president of 
the National Parkinson 
Foundation, said, "Increasing 
understanding on the part of 
families, communities and 
businesses is essential to 
helping patients maintain as 
normal a life style as possible 
for as long as possible." 
Early treatment is critical, 
but diagnosis often is difficult. 
Initial symptoms mimic other 
diseases, such as Alzheimer's, 
multiple sclerosis and Hun-
tington's. 
Symptoms include trem-
bling, muscular rigidity, slow 
or frozen movement, loss of 
memory of recent events, 
depression, abnormal skin 
sensation, leg cramps, 
declining posture, excessive 
sweating, oily skin, crowded 
handwriting, staring, im· 
paired speech, decreased 
ability to smile. 
The symptoms can be 
controlled with drugs and 
physical and psychological 
therapy - but only tem-
porarily, said Dr. William 
Langston, president of the 
California Parkinson Foun-
dation. 
"There is no current known 
way to slow or stop the 
progression of the disease that 
attacks mostly people over 
50," said Langston, a 
neurologist at The Institute for 
Medical Research and The 
Parkinson Support Center in 
San Jose. 
The key feature - fIrst 
described in 1817 by British 
physician James Parkinson -
is the death of a group of nerve 
cells that produce the 
chemical dopamine, without 
which movement becomes 
awkward. 
The most effective 
medication, L-Dopa - .. Urug 
that is converted in the brain to 
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The FAA has reached 
agreement with the Defense 
Department that will give the 
agency access to ellg~neering 
and test data for the liltrotor, 
McArtor said. 
A special project office in-
side the agency will be able to 
use the information to speed up 
the lengthy research and 
commercial certIfication 
process so that tt,e fin.. 
rotorcraft may be in com-
mercial operation b~ 1995, he 
said. 
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North, others move closer to trial 
WASHINGTON CUPI) -
The judge in the Iran-Contra 
case denied a key defense 
motion to dismiss the case 
Thursday and strongly in-
dicated that trials will be held 
for former White House aide 
Oliver North and three ~ 
defendants. 
U.S. District Judge Gerhard 
Gesell rejected the defense 
argument that the case should 
be dismissed because the 
prosecution improperly used 
protected testimony by three 
of the defendants at last 
summer's congressional 
hearings into the lran-Contra 
scandal. 
Gesell wrote that "nothing 
has developed in the court's 
preliminary inquiry" to 
suggest the defendants' Fifth 
Amendment rights against 
self-incrimination was "im-
paired in a mann(>r that 
significantly affects their right 
to a fair trial." 
"The good faith of in-
dependent counsel 
(Lawerence Walsh) cannot be 
questioned on this record, " 
Gesell wrote, "and his candid 
testimony and the many 
documents reviewed by the 
court leave no doubt that he 
maintained and continues to 
maintain a vigorous program 
aimed at minimizing the ex-
posure of himself and his 
prosecutorial staff to im-
munized testimony ... 
"Given these factual cir-
cumstances, it is not difficult 
to reach a preliminary 
decisiOn that the case should 
ACROSS 
1 Tumbler 
6 Preserves 
10 Movie dog 
14 Fiat cap 
15 Pau over 
16 Graceful bird 
17 Field event 
19 Mosquito lor 
one 
20 One to 
Jacques 
21 Hurries 
23 Natives: suff. 
24 Tried hard 
27 Fastened 
proceed to trial," the judge 
said. 
Gesell still must decide one 
key issue that could prevent 
trial in the case. The defense, 
under the Classified In-
formation Procedures Act of 
1980, 'llust give the prosecution 
advance notice of any 
classified information it plans 
to use attrial. 
Defense attorneys contend 
compliance with the classified 
law forces the defendants to 
disclose the heart of their case 
before pretrial and violates 
their constitutional rights and 
asked Gesell to dismiss the 
case on those grounds. 
If all defense attempts to 
have the the trial dismissed 
are denied, each of the four 
defendants will be tried 
separately. Gesell ordered the 
four trials June 8, saying the 
constitutional rights of the 
defendants against self-
incrimination could not be 
guaranteed in a single trial. 
Walsh has told the judge he 
intel1ds to try the case against 
North first. 
The defendants in the case 
are North, the retired Marine 
lieutenant colonel who was a 
National Security Council 
aide; his onetime boss, former 
national security adviser John 
Poindexter; retired Air Force 
Maj. Gen. Richard Secord, 
North's private operative in 
the foreign policy affair; and 
Secord's partner, Iranian-born 
Albert Hakim_ 
The four men were indicte<i 
March 16 on charges of con-
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spiracy to defraud the 
government in the secret 1986 
U.S. arms sales to Iran and the 
')ubsequent diversion of excess 
sales profits to the Nicaraguan 
Contral rebels. 
North and Poindexter also 
were indicted on obstruction of 
justice charges. 
A key defense issue has been 
the testimony that North, 
Poindexter and Hakim gave to 
the select House-Senate 
committees investigating the 
scandal last summer. 
Among the notable ad-
missions made during the 
hearings - and covered by the 
immunity: 
-North said he believed all 
through his operations that his 
actions were approved at the 
highest levels of the govern-
ment. 
-Poindexter said he never 
told President Reagan about 
the diversIOn scheme because 
he wanted to preserve 
"plausible deniability" for the 
president. 
-Hakim said he managed 
the Swiss bank accounts 
through which the diverted 
profits flowed to the Contra 
rebels; he als,} said he set up a 
$200,000 death benefit account 
in case something should ever 
happen to North. 
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Fraud charges upset Reagan Ohio River traffic halted 
WASHINGTON (UPI) -
President Reagan, putting 
part of the blame on Congress 
for the collapsed peace talks in 
Nicaragua, said Wednesday 
the need for military aid for 
the Contra rebels is now "so 
apparent," it cannot be Of>" 
posed. 
"We've got to restore the 
threat to the Sandinistas " be 
said in an interview' with 
foreign reporters. "They must 
see that the people of 
Nicaragua do have a force 
there that can be used to bring 
about an equitable set-
tlement." 
But Reagan refused to say if 
or when he would actually 
submit an aid package -
though he put the onus for the 
breakdown of tallr" last week 
on the congressional refusal to 
provide military aid this year. 
"I'm not going to give any 
answer right now. We're 
discussing where we go from 
here and what we're going to 
do," Reagan said. 
But asked if he thinks it is. 
time for more military aid for 
the rebels, Reagan said, "I 
think it is so apparent that that 
is what is necessary it would 
be ridiculous for us, for anyone 
to oppose it." 
His comments came after 
pro-Contra lawmakers pressed 
Reagan at a White House 
meeting Wednesday to lead a 
new battle for support of the 
rebels - a cornerstone of the 
president's foreign policy. 
White House spokesman 
Marlin Fitzwater said no 
decision was made on a new 
funding request though con-
sultations were continuing. 
In the interview, Reagan 
said, "We went along with the 
peace plan that was agreed to 
among all the Central 
American states and to give it 
a cban..."e. J' 
"It is apparent that the 
Sandinistas are not going to 
democratize ... and it seems to 
me that the efforts that have 
been made in Congress and 
succeeded in reducing and 
eliminating our ability to help 
Search warrant 
issued to company 
Bribery alleged 
at Douglas Corp. 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A 
Justice Department search 
warrant served on McDonnell 
Douglas Corp. alleges that a 
company consultant, former 
Navy official Melvyn Paisley, 
obtained classified or secret 
Pentagon data to help sell the 
company's fighter planes. 
Paisley, who left his post as 
the Navy's p>:'OCUrement chief 
a year ago, ii. reported to be a 
central figure m a scandal 
over alleged payments of 
bribes and kickbacks to 
government officials who 
leaked insider contract in-
formation. 
The warrant to search the 
offices of McDonnell 
marketing vice president 
Thomas Gunn was executed 
Tuesday, the same day 
Paisley'S Washington and 
McLean, Va., offices were 
searched. 
The warrant, filed in U.S. 
District Court in St. Louis, 
sought all documents relating 
to Paisley's "efforts to steer" 
the Navy's $35 billion ad-
vanced tactical fighter 
~ to giant McDonnell 
It alleged that Paisley fed 
Gunn and the company secret 
information affecting the sale 
of its F-18 faghter-bomber to 
foreign governments and on 
the ~ornpeting F -16 
manufactured by General 
Dynamics Corp. 
Paisley provided McDonnell 
Douglas "substantial in-
formation obtained from 
government officials which 
has been classified and or 
confidential or not svailable to 
the contracting pt&i>lic," it 
said. 
Tne warrant, revealing the 
first detailed allegations in a 
:;weeping Pentagon scandal 
that broke Tuesday, was 
issued in U.S. District Court in 
st. Louis. 
McDonneU Douglas issued a 
statement in St. Louis sayin~ 
the company would provide 
the information sought by the 
government. 
"It is apparent at this time 
that much of the information 
sought by the goven1lIlent was 
information properly supplied 
by the company R'lC by the 
Department of Defease," the 
company said. 
"We are not aware of any 
improper requests by the 
company to Mr. Paisley or any 
improper activities by Mr. 
PaISley on behalf of the 
company," the statement 
added. 
It described alleged insider 
==~:cC':~ ~:ned 
the ATA - for advan::i 
tactical aircraft - to the 
Pentagon and to win U:S. 
government approval for 
foreign sales ~ the sale C]f the 
F-18. 
McDonnell Douglas, in 
partnership with General 
Dynamics, won the $35 billion 
long-term contnct to build 500 
of the ATA light bombers in 
December over a competing 
joint venture· proposal from 
the Grumman Corp. and 
Northrop Corp. 
The warrant sought 
"documents pertaining to the 
advanced tactical aircraft 
program and Paisley's efforts 
to steer it toward McDonnell 
Douglas." 
"As a defense contractor 
consultant," the warrant said, 
"Paisley relies upon govern· 
ment offlCials to provide the 
Department of Defense con-
tracting information which is 
not available to the c0n-
tracting public. 
"Paisley then provides this 
information for a fee as a part 
of his consulting contract to 
McDonnell Douglas." 
The warrant said Paisley 
p8!ISed to the fInD and Gunn 
information regarding Mc-
Doo.nell's efforts to sell its F-18 
faghter plane to European 
governments and Korea, as 
well as information on General 
Dynamic's competing version 
oCtheF-16. 
Without explanation, the 
warrant also sought in-
formation on McDonnell's 
contract with Ace Lyons, a 
retired Navy rear admiral who 
became a company consultant 
lalit December. 
It said the information in-
cluded. 
-U.S. government data un 
the sale of F-lBs to Swit-
zerland. 
-An internal Navy study 011 
tha possible co-deyelopment 
with France of an upgraded F· 
18. 
--Information on prospects 
of selling the F -18 to Korea. 
the freedom fighters, that that 
has literally given a signal to 
the Sandinistas that they can 
continue to hold out, " he said. 
Rep. Mickey Edwards, D-
Okla., who requested the White 
House meeting, said the 
lawmakers wanted to "make 
sure that the president knew 
that we were ready to move 
and that we wanted him to." 
Edwards, while holding out 
hope that last Thursday's 
collapse of Contra-Sandinista 
peace talks may have won new 
congressional support for the 
rebels, conceded Contra 
supporters probably do not 
have the votes to win another 
aid package: "We didn't have 
the votes last time we tried 
this." 
Edwards said the White 
House session - attended by 
more than a dozen House 
members of both parties -
was aimed at ensuring "that 
the White House knew that we 
felt that there had to be more 
~~!~s~~~hip from 
MOUND CITY (UPI) -
Towboats and barges were 
backed up along a nearly 25-
mile stretch of the drought-
shrunken Ohio River 
Wednesday as a dredge 
worked to deepen the 
channel to reopen river 
traffic, a U.S. Coast Guard 
spokesman said. 
But the dredge Elco, 
under contract to the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers, 
ran into some slow going 
Wednesday because of 
unexpected rock in the 
channel that was expected 
to delay its work, said 
Cmdr. Jack Buri of the 
Coast Guard Marine Safety 
Office at Paducah, Ky. 
Buri said the Corps had 
hoped the dredge would 
complelP :ts dredging work 
by Thursday evening. "Now 
we are hoping it will be 
completed Friday," said 
Buri. 
The low river stage on the 
Ohio, resulting from 
F S~NGE~ 
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drought conditions in the 
Midwest, completely halted 
traffic about 2 p.m. Tuesday 
in the Mound City area after 
several barges had gone 
aground since last weekend. 
Buri said 47 towboats and 
their barges were backed 
up, both north and south-
bound, from Ca (ro, at the 
confluence of the Ohio with 
the Mississippi, and ex-
tending some 25 miles 
upstream. "More of them 
that are waiting were 
beaded downstrealJ1," said 
Buri. 
The main trouble spot is 
between Mile Posts 974 and 
971 in the Mound City area, 
saidBuri 
Navigation conditions had 
begun to worsen about two 
weeks ago but the real 
problems began last 
weekend when a series of 
barges went aground 
because of the low water 
level. It was necessary to 
impose one-way traffic. 
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Breast-saving methods rise 
But cancer patients skip later therapy 
CHICAGO (UPI) - Breast-
saving lumpectomies are 
rapidly replacing mastec-
tomies as treatment of choice 
for breast cancer, but many 
women are not receiving vital 
follow-up radiation therapy to 
ensure their tumors do not 
recur, researchers cautioned 
Thursday. 
Researchers reported in the 
Journal 'lf the American 
Medical Association that 25 
percent of women with 
localized breast cancers now 
rec' ive the breast-sparing 
procedure, compared to 6 
percent as recently as 1980. 
However, 40 percent of these 
women - and 56 percent of 
tilose over age 65 - have no 
record of receiving the 
reco!Ilmer.ded radia lion 
treatments that should follow 
the surgery. 
The findings were based on a 
review of nearly 6,000 localized 
breast cancers reported in 
New Mexico between 1969 and 
1985. These findings suggest 
there is a crucial "gap" bet-
ween changing medical 
practice and scientific 
knowledge about the most 
effective ways to implement 
new therapies, researchers 
concludf'..J. 
"yr~ know that for Own-
pectomiesJ to be as effective 
as radical mastectomies, they 
should be followed by radiation 
therapy; that's what the 
studies show," Dr. Bruce 
Mann, University of New 
Mexico School of Medicine, 
said. 
"The fact that there is a shift 
to the less radical procedure is 
encouraging, bul it should be 
part of a package, .. Mann said. 
"A lumpectomy without 
radiation may be just fine, but 
thepointis,youdon'tknow." 
Breast cancer is the most 
common malignant cancer 
affecting women in the United 
States. It also is the second 
leading cause of cancer death 
behind lung cancer, acco"ding 
to American Cancer Society. 
Breast cancer treatment has 
long been a subject of scien-
tific debate, with some 
surgeons arguing that removal 
of the entire breast -
mastectomy - is necessary to 
prevent the cancer from 
spreading. 
Laser removes blood veins 
BOSTON (liPI) - "Spider 
veins," swollen blood vessels 
that mar the faces and legs of 
millions of Americans, can be 
removed safely, painlessly and 
without scarring by a new 
laser technique. der· 
matologists reported Thur· 
sday. 
"These little blood vessels 
can be made to go away in a 
safe and effective way," Dr. 
John A. Parrish, 
Massachusetts General 
Hospital, said. "It is pretty 
exciting to a large part of the 
population. " 
Known technically as 
telangiectaSia, spider veins 
are especially common among 
fair-skinned women over age 
30. Although painless and 
harmless, many people dislike 
the veins, which appear as red 
and purple squiggly lines or 
starburst formations in the 
skin and as blue spots on the 
lips. 
"Just as a teenager may be 
affected psychologically as 
well as physically by a 
moderate case of acne, so 
many middle-aged adults are 
bothered by these spider veins 
and seek trealment," Ernesto 
Gonzalez said, Gonzalez, 
assistant professor of der-
matology at Harvard Medical 
School, is testing the new 
technique. 
The veins currently are 
removed with an electric 
needle technique or with an 
argon laser, But those treat-
ments can cause scarring and 
require anesthesia because 
they are painful. 
The new tecbrjque involves 
New, painless method 
used to find clots 
SAN FRANCISCO <UPI) -
Studies show a new, painless 
technique may be the best way 
to detect blood clot:; that afflict 
about 3 million Americans 
each year and that, untreated, 
could be deadly, researchers 
reported Thursday. 
"We have some effecth'e 
drugs that dissolve blood clots; 
the problem has been 
diagnosing and locating the 
trouble," Abass Ala vi, 
professor of radiology, 
neurology and psychiatry at 
the University of Penn-
sylvania, said. 
Most blood clots - known as 
venous thrumbosis - form in 
the legs, but 700,000 Americans 
suffer from the more 
dangerous condition called 
pulmonary embolism, in which 
the clots are present in the 
lung. 
Untreated, these patients 
risk a 30 percent chc.nce . of 
death, AlaVI said. Alavi hi chlel 
of Division of Nuclear 
Medicine at the Hospital of the 
University of Pennsylvania. 
With accurate and speedy 
detection, pulmonary em-
bolism can be treated and the 
fatality rate could be reduced 
to 10 percent, he said. 
The diagnostic dilemma lies 
in the lack of available 
methods that maximize ac-
curacy while minimizing harm 
and discomfort to the patient, 
Alavi said. "The techniques 
that are easy and safe to do are 
not as accurate as the methods 
that are more invasive." 
A nuclear scanning alter-
native may be the answer, he 
said. He compared the 
technique to the best current 
procedure in 33 patients and 
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The nuclear scan· is as 
accurate as the best 
current procedures 
yet doesn't have any 
negative side effects 
found it was comparable in 
accuracy y(:t lacking all the 
drawbacks. 
Similar findings were 
reported by researchers from 
France and Belgium. 
In the currer..t X-ray 
technique, called contrast 
venograrily, a special drug 
that shows up on X-rays is 
injeci.~ into a vein in the 
patient·s foot. X-rays then 
reveal clot siles ~here the 
chemical has concentrated. 
"Venography is very ac-
curate, but it is an invasive, 
painful procedure with side 
effects," Alavi said. "The drug 
itself can cause clots and 
damage other organs, such as 
the kidney. The procedure is 
difficult to perform and to 
interpret. Certain parts of the 
body, such as the pelvis or 
uterus, are not accessible to 
this technique." 
In the nuclear scan, on t!le 
other hand, the patient is in-
jected with a radioactive 
compound, antifibrin an-
tibody, that has bet:n 
chemically tagged with the 
rm:tallic element indium·HI. 
The compound acts as a 
"magic bullet," speeding 
toward clots located anywhere 
in i~~ b~~~:! s~~~ be in. 
jected into any vein. 
the use of ,nothet' type of laser 
- known as a tunable dye 
lase>: - which produces very 
short pulses of intense light 
instead of the steady stream of 
r.:s~~~y T~~~~~~ ~tir:~ ~= 
less damage to tissue 
surrounding the inflamed 
\"~ins, so there is less pail. and 
Ie".. chance of scarring, 
Gonzalez said. 
"Our tunable dye laser 
patients have described the 
pain as the equivalent of 
stretching a rubber band about 
halfway and striking your 
skin, " said Gonzalez, wbo 
presented his work at a 
meeting of American 
Academy of Dermatology ill 
New York. 
Researchers have USEd the 
new method on 92 patients. 
90% of our dishes have been approved 
by the American Heart Association. 
Lunch Combo 
under 5300 
At King's Wok, you don't have to squeeze 
your dollars or your belt. 
Dine til your. '5 content 
Open 7 days a week 
For your convenience we ide free. ample park 
flfternoon t:appy 
"our 1-6 
$2.25 Pitchers '5 C Speedrails 
40C Drafts 
;*********************** 
,..Cireat Southern Bash ,.. 
***********************1 All Canss1.00 2'or1 Southern 
Oatslde BClr Brew 
•• '1.35 <'R"~ 
n ~ 75 C Shots of Pink Passion 
U j\. Volleyball Leoeues Start June 20 
Two claim 
new drug to 
fight AIDS 
ATHENS, Ga. (UPI) - Two 
Georgia scientists say they 
ha ve developed a new drug 
that may inhibit growth of the 
deadly AIDS virus with less 
serious side effects than AZT, 
the current drug used to treat 
the d~sease. 
The drug, CS-87, was 
developed by Dr. Raymond 
Schinazi of the Emory School 
of Medicine's Department of 
Pediatries and the Veterans 
Administration Medical 
Center in Atlanta, and Dr. 
Chung K. Chu of th.:: University 
of Georgia College of Phar-
macy. 
CS-87 is being commercially 
developed by Triton 
Biosciences Inc, a California-
based biotechnology company. 
Schinzai and Chu presented 
their findings on the drug to 
the Fourth International 
Conference on AIDS in 
Stockholm, Sweden, this week. 
Triton said at the conference 
that, pending approval by the 
Food and Drug Ad-
ministration, the company 
expects to begin human 
clir.ical evaluations of the drug 
after completing additional 
pre-clinical and clinical 
toxicology studies in 1988. It 
will develop the drug as .o\ZDU, 
an acronym that reflects its 
chemical structure. 
Briefs 
ATARI CLUB will meet at 7 
p.m. Sunday in the Student 
Center Illinois Room. 
SIU STRATEGIC Games 
Society will meet at noon 
Saturday in the Student Center 
Mississippi Room. 
MOTORCYCLE RIDER 
Program will offer free 
courses from 5 to 9 p.m. June 
20 to 24 at the Safety Center. 
For details, call 453-2877 . 
FRIENDS MEETING will 
meet at 10: 15 a.m. Sunday at 
the Interfaith Center, 913 S. 
Illinois. 
COMPUTING AFFAIRS will 
sponsor "Introduction to 
CMS" workshop from 2 to 3:50 
p.m. Monday and "In-
troduction to CVIEW" 
workshop from 11 to 11: 50 a.m. 
Tuesday in Faner 1025A. To 
register, call 453-4361, ext. 260. 
AFFIRM A TIVE ACTION 
will host a retirement 
reception for Marian Davis at 
3 p.m. Monday in Academic 
Affairs Reception Area, An-
thonyHall. 
WHEELCHAIR FLOOR 
Hockey will meet from 6 to 8 
p.m. Wednesday in the Rec 
Center West Gym. For details, 
call Kathy Kurtz at 536-5531. 
POLLUTION CONTROL is 
recruiting student volunteers 
for environmental training. 
For details, call 536-7511. 
ENTRY DEADLINE for 
intramural badminton is June 
23. Entries may be turned in at 
the Rec Center Information 
Desk. For details call, 536-5531. 
INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL 
rosters are due at 4 p.m. June 
23 h Rec Center Room 158. 
Intramural basketball rosters 
are due at 4:30 p.m. For 
details, call 536-5531. 
SCIENCE FICTION society 
will meet at 7:30 p.m. Monday 
in Student Center Activity 
RoomD. 
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nature 101f91'"S_ read this Plocp. lro 
country 10 mi. QU;. ,5 m~"!. from 
compLn. Spacious I bdrm apt All 
• lfPCtr,c. econom.col place to II". 
Come 5" it Do'. Drone 6,.·3 .. , J 
6·17·88 «338cl57 
APARTMENT' 
SIU APPROVED 
IffId __ &S .... Apts. 
• Air Conditioning 
• Swimming l'aoI 
• Fully Carpeted 
• Fumished 
• Close to Co_ 
• Charcoal G<l1Ia 
available. THlQU.DS 
501 E. ColJege '2074~:::~~·dCl'. 
. __ ~~~~~~ _____ ~~:~~:=-M~_~ f 
'
I .~ M •. B. welcome, back II 
.- new students with i . -. special summer rates. I 
\ Bring this ad to Ms. Band \ 
I she'll give you 10% offher I 
, already reduced summer rates. I 
I Offer Valic1 summer 1988 only. I 
I Ionnl_ Owen Property Manae __ nt I 
I .16 E. Main 529-2054 I ~----------------------. 
TOP COALE lOCA TlON for fall. fwO NEAR REC CENTER. I1f>W Z bdrm 
By Jed Prest ~r,~~n,~~$ •• abso/lJ'./rnopets. ~=~o;r~~o;:'po~~~~g~P;:t:o~ :..n9~ 8·3-88 43128bl83 3973 .• 57-8'94 ChrIs 
800NIESI RURAl! SECLUDED I Z 7·8·88... .. . . . • ,708bI69 
Bdrms. $2251 3 Bdrms. S3001 Low .. 8DRM._ HOUSE. WEU leep'. turn 
utilllies' Garden Spate 5 .. 9·3850. quiet neighborhood. 'easlt. no pels 
6-19·88.. 438rSbJt3 SummerorfoH6S4·59f7 
!.ARGE 3 8DRM HOUSE. Hardwood 7·13-88 .Z968bJ7l 
f'oor.s. centro: ~lr. w·d hooklJP5. 3 BEOROOM HOUSE, AVAJLABLf 
quiet area, mOWing done S"SO, 529_, now Close 10 SIU. 504- S 
1218 or 549-3930. Washing'on $'. $330 per monrh 
6·17·88 _ .. ..3158b157 SOuth Woods Ren'ols. 529·1Sl9 
3 BEDROOMS $JODI MUR· '·29·88 42698bl81 
PHYS80RO 2-Slory J and holf both " BEDROOM HOUSf AVAIL in fa Ii 
Appliances. Available now Hurry' 401 Monroe S, S39i1 m:). South 
549 3850. Woods Pork 529·'539 
6·21-l1li 4091Bbl58 7-13·88 .. 4Z248bl71 
2 AND 3 BDRM HOUSES Furnished J BEDROOM HOUSE. AVAIL for 
ot" unlu~n;sh&d. applij)nces. qUiet Summer lea58 $300 mn Close to 
oreQ. Mowing done ~29-'2)8. 5"'- SIU 5J4 S Washington St. Soulh-
3930 woods R~ntols 529-'.539 
6·17·88 '3648.'57 7· 13·88 42228b 171 
!.ARGf fURNISHED fOUR Wrm HURRY I GOOD LOCATIONI 1007 N 
EfFICIENCIES. I AND 2 8DRM opt. COALE NICE ONE a:1d two house. all uf.l furnished. close to 8~ldg •. 2 8drms. 5275 I Appliance5 
A"nll for Summer Gnd fGlI. Bonnie bedroom f" ... Oislled dl'p/ex opts campus "'57-5080. Weafherizedl Lowulil. 5"'9-38.50 
Ow.n Property Monogem&nt 816 Close'o comp~s. 606 E Pork Sf I· 6-29-88 43238b163 6-21·88.... .. . <W928bJ58 
Eos' Main. 529-2CS4 893-4033 305 and a hall E Freemon Nice 3 FALL DISCOUNT HOUSING. two 
6-2"'-88 407080161 8-3-88 371980183 bedroom $400 rna 407 S bdrm 'urnhuuse. f1opets, rwomiles 
CARBONDALE r 8DRM APT fur" 2 APARTMENTS. CARBONDALE Washington.' BR SI60 mo 6a". wes1of C"dr:le. (:011684 .... ' .. 5_ 
bdt-tn duplex unfum. counfry ,eHing ADJACENT to campus. on West Mill 3919 8-388 .... .f.310Bbr83 
tor Spr;ng and Foil No ~f.s, .~7- Sf and ::-Otttl Poplar SI Eflicl&nCles. 6-29-88 4311SBb163 COMPLETE VACJA.NCY L'STING 
5984 one-bedroom. two-bedrooms 380RM. WASHER-DRYER. 9C1s neof. available. Houses. Apts. Trailers 
6 ?7·88 .07880157 F..,rnished or unfurnlsned. Ve-1)' oc. $390-1420 a mo. Wafer. frosh CheapR.,." Hurry. Call S"'-3850 
NICE NEW 2 80RM furn. 516 S compefWve ra'lJ$ lor Summer term_ ond lawn paid_ 549.1.3,5 or 1-'93- 6-"-88 _. _ . .. 4379Sbl59 
Pop/Ol $-485;n Fait, 9' mo lease I . .2 Office f'lear apartments at 711 South 2376 NE.AR CAMPUS fOIl fall. three and 
or 3 people. Ac. n~ pets. 2 bloch Poplar 51 Coli 451-7352 «529-5771 6-2' .. -88..... .. 4r02Bblt.:! "ve bdrm furnhouse5. absolutely no 
from Morns library. S2'9-3SBJ or forOPpo,n'men,tos.. NICE 2 BDRM HOUSE. hordwood pefl.coll68.f-41.S. 
529.1820 6-29-l1li 36308c16J floors. II04N Carico. SJOOpermo 8·3·88 .............. fJII8bl83 
6·23·88 40768c16D 549·7180 CRAB ORCHARD ESTATES 2 m fost 
NEW 2 SDiMS. 5 {6 S Poplar 2 or 3 6-29-88 .. ... , . 43278br63 3 8drms. $2751 Applionces. Carpet 
people. fum. So300 Summer. SABS Houses SMAll 0"'[ 8DRM on Gian' CJfy AvaiJab/enow.549-3850 
foil. 9 mo lease, 5.29-3581. .529. 8ladrfop. Call4S7-8155. ask 101" Phil 6-21·8B .. l82Bb'SB 
r820 SUN SPACE. GARAGE. I Gnd one Sm.,h ah.,.1p.m ..... .57·8445 
6·23·88 407.8c16D half ball>. 3 bdrm. bsmnf. rr"", 6-21-88 .. . . ..... .,108bl58 
'''W:E 2 8EDROOM APARTMENT in AvoI' June' 54~-6.s98 eves. 2 BDRM HOUSE ClOSE 'Q compus, :I B dJ' ~::na;'b::o!II,'5 C~ J~~!~ ~~ 6.21.88. '. 3533Bbf58 S210 a month, no pets. Coli "'51- e GOBI. 
'2120r985-4ooo ~o~f'~~:::~;'~if~:~iu~I:!;::. I :~r:.88 ... ....... . '3928b'57 Townhouses 
6·1;·88 43028c157 Ideolforone. '57.7685 M80R0 LARGE 2 8DRM. SlZ5'1 ~:~;:,A;:,r;.mC;f:'~~ir;:;i_ f~~~e to ~!TS:RvrlL£.CAM8R''-. ~:!~!~ ~~::;~~. ~~~': ~~~-.2~~~8b 157 
;·15-88 430380'73 p<>sh. 1800 sq. ft .. family room. FOil RENT. COZY coHoge. New 
" 80RM ~.PT. FURN Of' unfurn. DC. loundry room. '-cor heated gon:.:ge. cor"." air cenci. SIlO per mon,h 
~.~~:sttlH f2noon. 4S]-7~BoI73 :r~~ft~~%'1rcbonOrc':jl~:s..~ :~~;~'~t~~ .. ~~~~~~se. 9~~~:;5;r 
!:::,~~::T:,~!Ni2a~=s:St:'::~2 s;gg~,:r;~!;~~i' wot.r-tro~h jntl ~~~C:~ ~!Li'!f.Tt~~.":: 
~~I~<JB4265 . . . f085ial73 7·21-88. fSOfBbl76 ~~;'S!~d: 529.3513. . . 4116Bbl13 
fAU DISCOUNT HOUSING . .",. ond I 5 so.tM. 1176 E WALNUT. 3 people 
two bdrm fum .. opts. no pitts. 2 • I f r..ed 2 more. $J35 mo. all utll. indo ;';~WftfoIC·~a/e.colf~~;:,~8J ..... or ~~5~3....... 41188bl73 
~: a~~o l~r:~~S :;;.. ":~: Summer OR Fall ~D1I':::: :'::':t:~~ ':: . 
;~;~'yno"." Col/684""':"8cI83 Extra Nice ~;,l:.I.-9B5~Z561: 44088bl64 
Houses & Apts. ~~=/-:::~':;~~~!!'I~ 
CIOf.e to Campus =:7:"b:::',;}5 ,;.:!.orvg. $550 mo. 
12 Month 
Lease 
Required 
$45().$5CcI mo. 
Be ...... 
Propert~ 
.......... t 
Country Club 
Circle 
SugarTr .. 
Walnut 
Square 
I;....... 6-_ . . ...... _5Bb161 
~!!!!!!!!'!!!!!~~;;;;;;;;;~ 
Malibu Village FOR RENT 
-Energy Efficient 
living 
-Laundry /2 pools/ 
Tennis Court 
-Minutes From 
Campus 
-Walk to University 
Mall 
-Eff. 1,2. &38/R 
Fur. & Unfur. 
-Now LeaslnC) 
529-4566 
529-4511 
1195 E. Walnut 
8:30-5M-F 
S llJ-.4 Sun 1-5 
SUMMER RATES 
Carbondale 700-......--... 
reduced to S250.00 per mo. 
~oummer 
122SW_'--2br. 
$275.00..,. mo. ~ ou ......... 
............. St_.2br.-
$175.oopermo.~.um ...... 
a-- ApIa. - efficiency 
$150.00per mo. tor summer 
........ u s..........-
- ~ br. available now 
'Now Renting for 
Summeraud 
Fall_leSS 
Apartments, Houses. Moblle Homes 
529·4301 
"EW TOW"HOUSE 
flPfiRTME"TS 
407W. College 
309W.Co"ege 
509 S. Rawlings 
-One block 
from campus 
-Washer / Dryer 
-Microwave 
-2 full bathroom 
519 S. Rowlings -Dishwasher 
<J!:~ty 
r-----------~------------~-----------1 I I Daily Egyptian Classified Mail-In Order Form 
I 
t Print your dassjfied ad in the space provided. Moil along with your check to the 
I Do,ly E9ypfi .. ~ '::Iossrf,ed Dept .. Communications Building. SIU. Cotbondale. 1162901 
I §E+lJ'ii"'tftl' ~-'~i--!"f+jEfrl!l ill§rrllittrm !0ljjUHITrn ill 
: 10 Days 7 Days 1 Days 1 Day 
I ~::t ! I~= : ~:~ 1 ~::! ::~~ ~::! 
I Slines 19.00 14.35 7.95 1.20 
I Ad 22.80 17.22 9.54 
IStart Date No. Of Days To Run ____ _ 
I jRequired for uffice _ onIyl Classification _______ _ 
'Name lAddr6s~--______________________________________ _ 
I 
I 
City 
I 1'Ie~ c""le to my creelil evd: 
I [] VISA 0 MaJterC.>rd 
I~_~._U~ I I I I I 
Slate Zip Code 
,teaM gn.. VI,..,.. a.d._cord.xpirOhOn'" to we a.pt"0ClftI row ordM 
I I l=rTI c. .............. "" .... _____ '--_ 
I Signature ______________ _ 
: Get Results With The D.E. Classified. l _____________ --__________ ~___________ ~ 
Page 14. Daily Egyptian, June 17, l!1I1S 
231 Weat Main St. 
eorbondale. IL I For more informallon call 529-1082 ,~~~~ 
************************* 
-NOW REN·TING FOR SUMMER AND FALL* 
_ Office at 703 S. III. Ave., Carbondale ! 
.. ONEUDiIOOM 402'1t w. Wolnul 
_ 5004S Ash~ 5 703S.lIIinois 202 309W.Coliege 1.2 * 
_ S02S:lIeveridg. 2 :::.=::: t 3. ~ ~~.CoII"ge 1.2.3 * 
_ ::';~="idge" ~'ltS.Univ .... ity 409W.Coliege 3.4 * 
~ 410'10 ·E. Hester 41~ W. 5t'co- (_I. 501 W. College I. 2. 3 ""-
~ 210Hospilal 2 _I) 503W.CoIlege 1.2. 3 ~ 
_ 3:UW.Walnut I. 2 5OIW.CoIlege 6 51211everidge * 
_ ~::::i .......... (_t) == FOUIIIIDIlOOM * 
_ TWO.....,. T_House (Old 51) =:..~t. * 
~ ::';~.~".3 =~~Iy! «l2W.CoIIege * ~ 500 W. College 2 ""--
_ :::-.="0. SI~S.a...ridge".3 3D5 er.tvlew In. """" 
_ 4CWW.CoIIege 3. ~ :::::=Ct. =Dr. 2 * 
~ =~~ 1 4CWW.CoIIege 3 4OOW.Oak 1(_1") * ~ 5OOW.CoIIege 2 519S.Rawllnp 1 ""--
.. ~!.:= .. Eo I I 10 209W.o-r, ~ 
iC "'hE.Hester ::,::~ ::~ 98UI6i' * 
iC !:,~.~=er =~":,te; ftVllIDIIOOM * iC 210Holpital 3 ............. 3OOE.Coliege * 
_ ::;~. :.'':in (back) =~R~in~~') 3, 3D5 C_tview lr,. * iC T_House (Old 51) ~. 5 51211everidge * 
iC 529.1012 529.1012 529.1082» 
************************* 
ROOMY 58DlIM HOUSE lac 319 S 
Lake HeIghhi. Yeor leo5e beg. Alig 
16. Na p .... S650 529·2533. 
6·26·88 . .. . ... 38298bl62 
TWO. 38DRN!S 1140 £. Rendleman. 
326 S. Honse-man s.tOO·$425. Yeor 
I.." .. "-II. Aug. 16. Na pe .. 529· 
2533 
6.28·88 ... .. .. 34988bI62 
FOUR BDRM HOUSE. Carpefed. ae, 
3 b/h. from campus. S500·mo FoIL 
S300·mo. Summer. Call 451·..oJO 
affe r 5p.m. 
7·6·88 . .. 3990Bb167 
NEAR THE alNlc. N_ 2 bdrm 
townhom •• cathedral wilJngs with 
skyUghf. energy .Hlc;enf con· 
structlon. mlnib/inds.. disposer. 
private fenced pallo. SSOO. No ".-15. 
451·8194.549·3919 Chrl. 
7.7-88 <Z87BbI68 
Mobil. Hom .. 
FALL 2 SDRMS FURN_. prlv.:Jte 
country settln9'_ Ideo I for coupJe:J; or 
Grod. s,..,denfs_ Nop.'s_ 549-4808 
6·24·88 3489Bcl61 
SUPER ENERGY EFFICIENT nice 2 
bdrm. one and 0 half both. fum .. 
eorp&t, m".'. air, nopet5. 549·049'. 
6·28·88 . . . . . . .. ... 34978cl62 
SUMMER. FALL IDEAL for singl. one 
bdrm. furnished opl •. no pels, rent 
S J3S per mo. Very cleon. l.ocoted' 
two mi. east of UniversIty Moll dose 
10 Ike Hoooo. O".S«1 Rentals 549· 
6612 days, or 549·3002 oINr5 pm 
6·28·88 ............ J6188c162 
SUPER NICE RECENTLY remodeled 
roo 12. and 'of SI"g" cw double 
ocruponcy. cQrp",ed, oc, notum' 
gas, compt.'ely (urn. I ml_ from SUJ 
Sp.clo' ro'.s lor Sum",er. 
reasonable r'CI'te, on el('ended 
con'roct. Call illinois Mobile Home 
18"'0"-833·5475. 
6·28·88 .... 3617B<l62 
'" BDRN! 1 MILE AND one-quorteT 
eost on Pork Irom Wall. Two girl .. 
niHld.two more people. SJOO mg. all 
utJ'. Ind. 529·35'3 
7·15·88 <1158.173 
ROOMMATE WANTED WASHER· 
dryer. dishwasher. micro. P,..ler 
'emo'e. 687·' n. 
7·1O·B8 .... . .. 43J98e175 
1 ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 5 bdrm 
house dOle to compus. many 
conlf&nlences Ch(fOp $49-3666. 
Kelley 
6·22·88 4424Be159 
2 ROOMMATES NEEDED JULY I 
May '89. nice J belrm opt 01 
IJrookside Monor. $ ISO ,.,0 • all utll 
Ind. except phone· or , rnommote 
for 2 bdrm at S200 mo. Fronk 457· 
1463 eve. 549-3800 mom 
6-21·88 . «39Be' ,6 
DuPln ..... ~ 
!!?:::"~:!~. A2',;"f:s;":!:,.'~~ 
NOW RENTtNG FOR Summ.,.,. and mo. ;Ra, pets ok. S.f9~S9B eves 
Foil. loW"'H' Summer roles 28 years 6.29..". 36268cl63 
TOWNHOUSE 2 8DRM UN· 
FURNISHED. very niceo oc, , mile 
eost new Rt J 3 Aug S.f9-6598 
evenings ;n Mobil. Home r.nlah. For ONE SEORooM PLUS sfudr, (cute). ~~::k'·~': ~ 't~~~!~h~~mc:,;:;~r;:: I ~e:;;~a:~lfJ.' ~~.' .D~,"57~6ad60 
No appOintment necessary. Sorry. CAR80NOALE NICE. QEAN ! or 2 
0·17·88 . 354381157 
NEAR CRAB ORCHARD La"e . 2 
bedroom. w-( J,ookup. olr 5225 per 
month No pets 549·1.wo. no pets. Qui., atmosphere. 2 and 3 bdrms .. located in qUi.' par-k CaO bedroom homel. Ghson Mobil. 529·2432 or 6f.CT2663. 
~Ot~:':O::6 i.'~~:t ::::n':. r:;:CJI; ,..7. '~5.~88_,...-~. 
Hom& Pork· Close '0 campus. Itt. 51 I':' Room. 1. 
. oW878cf73 6·21·88. .. .. .. 3802Bfl58 PEACEFUL I 8DRM COUNTRY 
dup'ex. on two acres. gos and water 
prOVided, cathedro' ce.llng In klf-
che'. sl,ding glass door. $255. 549· 
3973. <57-819<Chri. 
Soulh 549.4713.! 6·28·88 . 253JBe162 l.;.-_____ -= _______ ...J 
WEDGEWOOD HIU~ 2 "ND 3 bdrm 
MH, 5tor0ge. S340.s.wo. 3 bdrm 
hoUle, allium. S49·5-596 Of 1001 E 
Pari< 
1-/5·88 . . 4086B<l73 
SAVEl SAVEl SAV<r SI25 and Up. 2 
Bdrrni. Carpe' Ai-- N{ce Pork 
A;;G!l::!;lc .now Hurry 549·3850. 
6·29-8lJ . . 43808el63 
AVAILABLE AUG. 15. LOCATED 230 
Honsemon Roles s tort or S j 75 lor 2 
bdrm. ",57-6193. 
7·15·88 .......... H78Bel73 
LIKE NEW. I ANO 2 bdrm. near 
compUli, no ".ts. 457T.5266. 
6·17·88. ... . 40908c1 5 1 
2 SDRM TRAILER. FURNISHED, wa'er 
paid. pool. bus fo SIU l2OO. 529· 
1218",549·3930. 
6·17-88 .. .. .. 43168c157 
MURDALE HOMES CONVENIENTt Y 
locc'sd neor Mumole shopping 
cenf.r. In dty Jim"s with 
Cobleo,,'slon. 2 bedrOOms fum,sned 
Very competitive rates Call 451· 
1352 or 529·5777 
7·15·88 <3118<113 
AVAILABLE AUGUST 15. loca1ed 230 
Hanseman RQ'fes start ot S 175 for 2 
bdrm 457·6193. elfenmg5 
8·3·88 40998,183 
2 801M. JOEAl FOR C'of.ipl •. 319 Lake 
Heights. year ieas. requrr,pd. ,,0 
pels. S200. 529·2533 
8·3·88 <324Bcl8' 
2 8EDROOM. VERY aeAN. deck 
quiet area, Single or coupl •. 1160 
pel' month. 614"3789. 
6·17·89 . ... . . 4JJOBc157 
TWO BDRM M081LE hom.. 12,,60. 
"ery deon. deck. dose '0 campus. 
5200 a manth. 529·3845 
6·23-88 . . . <3938<160 
TRA/Lell FOIl RENT, nowl I blk 'ee., 
camp .. )g. rard, wa,'- and dryet-. 
a.e.CalllIat/Ot67.1/1011. 
6·24·&/1 ..... . ... .. 44058c 161 
, , 2. or 31MM, sr4S and up. 10 min 
from ~mpus.. woter·""osh~Iown 
prolfjded.681·1813 
7·19·88 .... 41208c114 
,.,,·fCE J AND 2 6DRMS In private 
area Nf'Or Cedar toke. furnished. 
air cond . coble TV Coli ofter 5 p.m 
SI50·$25O 529·3052 
6-21.~ . <4018<151 
.... C1BILE HOMES FOR Summer. 
Summttr and Fall. or Fall and Spring 
A5k fOt' Waf(oce 616 E. Pork 4.51 
6405 
6·30·81 .4228c 164 
LG. 2 BDRM OR J bdrm mobi'e 
home S blh from towers on Parle 
Stree'.:'; lown. '0'" 01 'r",s. OCt gas 
'-of. very pr,va'e. SJ20 per person· 
'r.. wat.,., PorkYiew- Properties. 
529·1324. 
7·10·88 . . .. ... 4429BeI75 
SA.AU AND AFFORDABLE, 52 by 10, 
SI25_man"'. Coli 529·4-U4 
1·20·88 .. . .... 434O/1cl75 
LARGE AND LUXURIOUS, 14 f ... 
WIde, 5350 _ manth. Call 529· 
4-U4. 
7·10·88 <341 Be I 75 
S100·S240 MO. SINGLES ANO 
doub'es. Now and for Fall. Fum .. 
cor".ted. na' gos. oc. 529-' 94 J. 
1·20·8Jj ............ 4l318c175 
Z BORM MOB.lE HOME ldeol f", I 
~Non or co"'pl •. qui.'. shaded 'ot, 
carpeted. 'urn. OC . 'rom 5200 m.., -
Parklli...., ,Mabl'. Homes 905 E Parir. 
lJext '0 the Wosh House Loundr-omot 
529· I 3U. 
7·10·8Jj . . .... 44308c175 
RENTING SUMMER AND Fall 2 mile, 
E. Clean. cru#et. 2 bdrm. no ptri •. 
Microwo", •. Oeposlt 549·3043 I 
7·21·88 . . . .. 44438d76 
MOBILE HOME FOR rent. Mur· 
phYJobcro. 3 bdrm 5.m;.lul'nI5hed. 
A-c oncJ cleon. ColI olter .. p m 687'j 
4059 
6·24-88 43J2Bd61 
PRIVATE ROOMS·CAR80NDALE. In 
a Pr-ivO'. Apartment. ad;ocent fa 
caMpUS. on South Poplar Sf. Fur· 
nlshed. all ",Witles pcid For single. 
unn,ersJ1y WOInlffl stude-nls only 
Very eompetitive rafes lor Summer 
term. attica neor rooms 0' n 1 
~~~~,:ro~~:~~,";:~n~~~-:;;' or 
6·29-88 3:03!B-ir63 
SUMMER ROOMS WITHIN walking 
distance. Low ro'es. Chiton rooms. 
549·5520. 
7·8-88 . . . .. ........ 40828d169 
FURN. I AND HALF bloek5 Irom 
campus. u,/t. Ind. S125 ma 
Summer. SI85 mo. 1-011. 549·5596. 
5165. Un' .... rs/ty. 
7·15-88 ........... 40888d173 
CIRLS • LARGE FURNISHEO rcam" 
ali utilities lurn .• sflare kitchen ond 
both, dose to campus. 2 fJt'OiI. lor 
!umm .... , lor Fall. 549-5528. 
6·17-88 . . . . 43758d157 
PRIVATE ROOM FOR songle 
un'llerslty "IfOmon student i\,tchen 
end living roo ........ .,." neor compus 
C.II<57·7352 or ~29·5777 
1·1.>·88. ...... ... 43208d173 
FURNi5HED PRIVA TE ROOMS 
Summer and Fori. dose to campul. 
all u,.,. Incl. Personal retr. In youI' 
room Coble TV. washer and d~Y'er 
Kitchen and bath c:leoNtCf. 4S7-.5080 
6·2981 . . <3228<1163 
Roommat .. 
WANTED ONE TO share fur". 2 bdrm 
op'. to pay holf of $360 and (Jf,1 a 
man"'. 395-.i4II_ 
7·29·/18 . . . . . . . . . _,8.181 
MALE 011 FEMAl.E roommo ... far 3 
bdrm fuMIs_ loovses. Qu"" a'H. 
mawlag done. 11$. 529·1218. 549· 
J9JO 
6·17-88 . . . . . . <3878.157 
5 BORM 1182 E. WAt~UT. 3 peapl. 
need 2 mora. $135 mo. all util. incl 
529·3513 
7·15·88 < 1178el 13 
7· 7·88 426681168 
CARBONOALE. 2 8EDROOM. AIR. 
clean oppljQnce~. 51 SC:.Jlh $300 
549·0320. Nopefs. Avo,'ab/e now 
6·17·88 41258/157 
[ Bu.ln_ Property. I 
CA.oOIJCMI f. 1200 SQUARE FT of 
shop and oHice spoce. 155000 PfH' 
mo. 104 Shtyel'. Ph. 451·1422 oIter ~ 
pm 
6·22-88 44138"159 
Mobn~ HO .... Lot. .J 
WllOWOOD M08ILE HOME Pari<, 
nAce shady Jots. joa. xl on Giant 
City Rd, no dogs. 529·5331 or 529· 
5878. 
6·30-88 <12181164 
PART TIME !.AAINTfNANCf mon for 
tral'er «HJrl. must have tools. and 
expet'lttnc.. SummfJr or permanent 
posmon. 529·' 539 
6·17-88 ............. 4268C157 
RESEARCHE/! • 8ACHeLORS dogr .. 
In tr'crobioJogy. biochemistry or 
..-elated tleld :-equlred. Eaper;&nce ;n 
molecu;or Virology and·or fisSR 
c:vltv,.. d • .lirobl.. Successful tip. 
plicont will bt' involved "",i,h liss .... 
eu/t"'re proFogat;on. virol 
production and pu"I'coti:Jn. vltol 
ONA extraction, ond enolysls 01 the 
DNA by Soufhern transfer and 
;r:::::!~~tl:'iu~l:m. ::ectf: 
dcJte 01 employment July ,. Salary 
=~~fA:fZ.i';!ia~::a';1~-~ 
Carbondale. IL 6290L Slue is on 
equal opportunity employe,. 
6-17-88 . 4414CIS7 
Classified 
Sales 
Representtltive 
-must have ACT on file 
-advertiSing. communications. or 
business majors preferred. 
-position begins immediately 
-typing and spelling test given 
(min.3Owpm) 
-approximately 20 hrs per week 
Application Deadline 
Friday June J 7 
4:30pm 
Daily Egyptian 
CommunIcations Building 
Room 1259 
More For Your Rent Dollar 
Carbondale Mobile Homes 
Single Rates Available 
Starting at $lSS' . 
2 & 3 Bedroom Available ;: 
t .... o"'n .. '" ,NOW Under New Manageme~t ': 
MOBILE~ .--
'I' _ CAarYllION 
*H 0 ME S I • LAUNDIIOMA' • .au LAWN Jatlna 
• .... LOCKID POST Fr_ Bus to SIU 
Of.ICI.oJtIl 
• ,..CJJYWA_&.IIWIR 
• '1111 TllAIH PICK·UP 
• INDOOII POOL 
North His..hwoy 51 
549·3000 
RESEARCHER 11/. MAHER·S degree 
plus a mlnlmurn of .5 yeat'S ex-
pMlenee in molecu/or virology is 
required. 5o.1CC'enf:J' opp/jcont will 
be eiCped~ to fake port In DNA 
.. equencfog. svpervi5ion of a 
reseor.;.h.r I and studfH'lt workers, 
ond {n the prttporaflon ot reports 
~=rne nJ=9;:~~b~~. w~CP;~:::,:: 
date 01 employment Jvly 1 App'Y to 
Or Rouhandeh. Department 01 
Microbiology. SIUC Carbanda/., .l 
62901 SIUC I, an equal opportunity 
empJo~r. 
6·17·88. . . 4415C157 
RECREATION THERAPIST WITH a BS 
in tneroputic reaeoflon with NTRA. 
ond experience worf,.;og WIth 
deveiopmentalfy dfsobled odul's 
,\\",,,, bit .',glble lor dOl' C drivers 
license ond flrsl oJd. Salary to 
SII.200 plus fringe EOE apply by 
June 20 ta Jackson Community 
Warkshop. 20 N. 131h S .. _, 
",'boro 
tXCELLENT WAGES FPR spore tlone 
assemblr WOf'k; .I.reomcs. cro/ts. 
Others Inlo '·504·641-0091 £d. 
41310pen7doys.Callnowj 
6·29-88 <283C,'\J 
HIRING I GOVERNMENT J08S . yau, 0_ SI5,000·$68,000. CaI/602·838, 
8885. Ed. 1793 
6·24·88 . . . 40I6C'61 
8E ON T V. Many needed 101' 
commerCials Costing info (IJ 805· 
687·6oooExl. TV·9501 
1·29·88 402OCl81 
GOVHNMENT JOBS S16040· 
$59.230 yr Now hiring. Your 4r8>Q 
805-681-6000 •• t. lI'·9!iOJ for current 
F zderol "st 
9.16·88 4019C10 
EXPERIENCED alCYCLlST 1"1 shop. '0 
no. 30·60 ml r",ns on front of 
fOnd.m bicycle WagIPs negorJabl. 
549·3987 
6·17·88 4386CI5T 
HELP WANTED SMALL e-ng.ne ports 
and equIpment 501esper~.o:l Hours 
fleJ[jb/e to fit In w~,,, closs.s Send 
resume 1o. Help. PO Bo;r 57. 
Corbondg Ie. IL 62903 
6·21·88 <I09CI58 
STUDENT WORK TYPISTS. 50 wpm. 
~N to be ort'onQed. ContoC'f Mrs. 
GualdOni af Clinical Center. 453 
236 r for appoIntment 
6·21·88 ... . . 4072C158 
GOOD MONEY FOil Inlfmng your 
!r;Md. 'a Q linger,. porty. (Top 
Orond names sold at 2.5 to 75 percen' 
below,..etoll ) 519·"'~' 7 
7·15-88. . .. . ...G4C173 
SUMMER WORK STUDY. Mu" be 
eligible lor Federal College Work 
St",dy tOT Summer 10 hrs. week 
Clerical dutIes . compu"r delH" 
desjrobl. If ,n'-.sted Gild eligibl •. 
coIl4S3·331 J. e.l. 273 . .uk 'or Chrb 
or Ka'ft 
6·11-88 433JC157 
SMOKERS WANTED (MALES) far 
studies an physiolog1caJ and 
psychO'ogical effect5 o( dgareH • 
s.moklng. Earn S' 5·SS0 for a 3 6 
5es$'on5. mornJngs or afht,..noon ... 
Mus' be 21·35 yeoN o'd, 150· 190 
Ibs Call SIUC P.ycnalogy Dep' 536-
2301 
6-24·88 «4IC161 
GOOD WITH CHILDREN? Spend c yr 
os a PnoCltlOn Nonny. enloy New-
York, """odelph/a, "'" c.ocn. Por 
aH loam save money . .room and 
boord, great .. oiarles-bene#lIs, No 
iH. Screene'd families. Call·wrlte 
Morjorie Biddte-. Ph.D .. 011'. Pritt· 
ce'an, NJ 08540. (609) 397-1J873 
6·2<·88 . <S05C161 
"<AWATE ASS.STANT POSITION 01 I R F S.H P"INT,NG ··PRO'ESS:ONAl 
Build.ng Manoger 01 SIU·C Stude'" Job wlrhout the prof.~::J".;',~;" rrlc •. .. 
;e:t~~:!~!:~;h:~S;r~r~n:no~~~ ;:;::a~~5·~:.;:;:'·:~';~few:!; 
Ihou'd lubmlt 0 I.t'er 01 applicaflon 529· 1 254. 
ond resume to tne Administrative 6·29-88 3784EI63 
Office of the St",denf Cent.,- by kANDvMAN WIT:-I PICKUP w;U deon 
FridaY', JU'I J af.f;OOp,m and haul anything, Moving lobs. 
6·29-68 .uDOC163 trees cut and removed Call 529-
CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY 3457. 
FACULTY _. The Collttge of T.chnlcal 7·5-88 390JEl66 
Core-en is accepting applicatIons for ~~~~~~~~~ ~ro::s'~:~/n~~;~c~:~:~~:~I:;;; , 'j: {i jf 
In HI Con5frucfiOll Technology 
program. Bocco'Ollreot. degree GOtO. SILVER, 8ROf(EN ,ewelry 
with a major conC&n'rotlol1 in coins. ,'erllng. baseball cords. doss 
buIlding construction . ~,,:,hnc.log~ ring5, etc. J and J Coins, 821 S 
and three years' COI.strucllon I illinois. 451-6831. 
monogement experience requIred 8·3-88 .. _ .. . 407rF113 
Most.,-s degree pref.,.,.fId. Heo"Y AIR CONDITIONER'S WANT£O 
construction equipment operotlon Sroken or "'inning. Call 529·5'190 
expetrlenC8 deslreoble. WiH be 7·15·88 .. _ ...... 4397fJ73 
expected to teach svch courses 05: ADOPTION: HAPPILY MAIUufD 
caner .. f. techology. co:u'ruction couple- fHlgfH to odopt on Infant. We 
ma.eria/s. building codes. and oiler 10lfe and many oppoMunltes 10 
construction surveying Also 10· explor. IIf. Your child will grow up 
dudes responslbl'lrllfs lor s'ucWnt in .. ' lorge V{C1orion house. Coli 
adVisement. 'ab ma/n'enance. and collftd 312 .... 77·3639. 8tit tJm4'S 
cvrrJcuium develOpment Ronk and oft.r 1 p.m. or wettkends. R"'o and 
50lory commensurate with John 
ed ... cation ond ... perl.nee Ap 6·2'-88 <338F15Il 
plicatlons Qcevpted ",ntlJ JlJiy I, '988 
01' lInfil Iilled Apply'o Mr. James ,_ 11 
'f:;~~~r::;~.0'C::::;~O~t~:c~'/::" J.'.IP~. };.I?~ .' j It 
Coreerl. South..,.n Illinois Umver· 
lIly. Carbondale. fL 62901. Southern 
lHinoi5 UntveT5ity-Corbondo'. Is or: 
Equo' Opportunity-Affirmative 
Action Emplorel' 
6·21-88 .. 28C158 
HElP WANTED VOLLEY8All 
referee Apply in per,>?n only Pinm 
FOPAl·S WALLPAPER OUTlET Now 
ope-no 816 E. Main fled tC Holiday 
'nn SO-v. lip to 80 per-ce .. u on 
decoro'nr- and deS/II"'" poper, 
5D.IA.°) rolls h~ dock Ali dovbte rolls 
on,y S5 99 
7-15-58 <374J113 
Penny Pub 700 f Grand. I I 
621·88 443IC158 . "ihB-lift liJ,U Mi ~~~~l1al 5;~~~.r;L~'~~als M;~~r I I 
Mort 113 tt/ J2tnM·boro· 68"·4727 YARO SALE CARBONDALE. Sot Jne 
6·2:1-88 4132CI59 UI. 7-J2 nCoOn. 615 ret"'f'OCe Or Kif 
"ems. Iuds cltn .. furn . efc 
'-HVdU-Wi q.WI :·~~!~LYYARDSALE.sa/ur~:~~!; 
• • 18 btPg,nn/ng 8 am. 304 FI.shel' St . 
TYPING AND WORD processing corpet. roll·away bed, ml.sc 
Popttrworlu. 825 S. fIIinois (behind 6·17-88 4448,(157 
Pluzo Rflcards) Term papers. r. . ~~' :'~~~:k. c;~;2r;~722 .t~ few ~n fJ:WW 
8·3·81 . . . . <3B8E183 
MR. FIX IT mowing yo",r lown .\.11 
kinds 01 vard work Free esfJmates 
Phone 5.9-8238 
7·15·88 <lOOfl7J 
TYPING '-ND WORD pro :-eS$ing The 
OHlce. lOOE, Main. Sui'e 5. Coli 5"'9· 
3512 
6·30·88 .. <l03EI64 
TYPINGTEO'TtNG·WRITING. Same 
day seNice. •. ; moke you look 
goodl ,. Call 457·2058 
8·3·88 <l08E183 
ALTERATIONS AND CLOTHING 
mode Co" 529·1690 
6·30·88 4416EI64 
AL HRA nONS. SEWING. 
DESIGNING. For Informotion and 
rates. call Eve/yn's on the blond 
529· '942. AI~o hand knlf item. alfei! 
7·10-88 •• :;dEI15 
PItt ANT 
call a..ut.'GHT 
fr_PresJ"OftC')' Testing 
NEEDING TO FORM 0 corpool with 
orhen 'ralfftl,ng to StU from Herrin 
dally Times fie:. ~2·3025 
6·23·88 44"0160 
!_li'Hill·11. 
TO AND FIi"OM C,';cago (Northern 
Bu..-bs) Fri. ~ m Can ho",' cor-go '0 
and I,.am Return 6·22 fp.m J 4.57 
1717 
611-88 «$OPI57 
THE WASHHOUSE 
MA nAG LAUNDRY 
-Air Conditioning 
.Stereo/Cable TV . 
·Open 7 Days A 
Week 7·11 
WAslJ 
HOUSEr/' 
805[, Park 
Downstate computer-bd~ed Instructu:.nal de-Sign company seekmg 
mteractlveflaSNdi\c progrdm development and production 
manager 
Two years e).JJf'tlence With CBT}lnteractl\'e technology dnd courc;,p.. 
ware managt'ment. IOciudlOg net.>d!J ana:IV~f), instructional de!il~n. 
wnting vodeoiaucholgraphoc oroduct"'". and computer programmIng 
Prefer advancpd degrt:"e 10 m~tructlondl deMgn/technology 
Re~:J.re!il Bdchelor'!t degree In Mucatlon, Instructlondl df'~lgn. or 
r:.:-taced field Sdldry negotiable 
Mr CI~, .. , A SteIgerwald 
145 Spring Cre<>k 
Springfield, II. 62707 
(217) 793-0717 
Cla •• lfled 
Type.etter ISale. 
Repre.entatlve 
-must have ACt on file 
-advertising. communications, or 
business majors preferred;other 
majors considered 
-typing and spelling test given 
(40·50 wpm) •. 
-approximately 20 hrs per week 
-11 :OOom to 3:00pm workblock 
necessary 
-position begins immediately 
Application Deadline 
Friday June 17 
4:30pm 
Dally Egyptian 
Ccmm"ni!:atJonA Building 
Room 1259 
I YARD SALE CARBONDAlE I 
, 501., June 18, Iam-?, 1414 I 
I ~' off GIonI CIty I 
I 906 Emerald Lane, Friday I 
I one! 5oturday, TV. omoll I 
I .I_a, clothing, I 
I ml",.llof!!O\/l. I 
I FURNITURE, DISHES, LOTS I 
, =....~~;.;: ~:. S~:":! I lJ..~i~~U!.~~.!!~_J 
Thil§ summer. 
be cool and 
pll1ceaD.E. 
smile ad, 
For more 
information 
Contact 
Chris 
Daily Egyptian 
536-3311 
Ext21i 
Dukakis marches into Dixie 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (uPI) 
Massachusetts Gov. 
Michael Dukakis, on his first 
major campaign swing since 
clinching the Democratic 
nomination, marched into the 
conservative South Thursday 
vowing not to concede any part 
of the country to Vice 
President George Bush. 
In Nashville, his first stop on 
a three-day seven-state tour of 
Dixie, Dukakis formally 
picked up the endorsement of 
Sen. Albert Gore of Tennessee, 
a former Democratic caD-
didate who during the primary 
campaign often clashed with 
the governor. 
After receiving the young 
senator's endorsement, 
Dukakis said, "I think we have 
the best opportunity to win the 
White House (that) we've had 
in a long, long time. " 
"We aren't going to concede 
one single state in this country, 
my friends, and that includes 
the state of Tennessee and that 
includes the states of the 
South," he said. "They're 
open; they're ready for new 
leadership; they're ready for 
the kinds of values that you 
and I and all Americans 
believe in. " 
Dukakis' first significant 
campaign trip since clinching 
the nomination June 7 was 
Jackson 
rips war 
on drugs 
WASHINGTON (uPI) 
Jesse Jackson took his anti-
drug and .inti-apartheid 
messages to Capitol Hill 
Wednesday, criticizing ad-
ministration efforts in the war 
on drugs and backing severe 
sanctions on the "terrorist 
state" of South Africa. 
The civil rights leader and 
presidential candidate, now 
out of the running for the 
Democratic nomination b'Jt 
pot ruhng out the possibility of 
taking the No.2 spot, also met 
with Sen. Ernest Hollings, D-
S.C.. his only Senate super 
delegate to the Democratic 
convention. He renewed a call 
for a revision in delegate 
selection rules. 
Appearing as a witness 
before the Senate Labor and 
Human Resources Committee 
led by Sen. Edward Kennedy, 
D-Mass., Jackson said the 
administration, until the latest 
election-year push for drug 
legislation, has done little to 
combat the flow of illicit 
narcotics into the United 
States. 
In addition, he charged, 
"Every day, more skeletons 
rattle out of the closet of the 
Reagan-Bush ad-
ministration," he said, 
referring to CIA payments 
made to Panamanian leader 
Gen. Manuel Noriega, indicted 
in Florida for drug smuggling. 
Anti-apartheid activists are 
pressing for tough new sanc-
tions legislation aimed at 
virtually ending U.S. economic 
contact with South Africa. 
Puzzle answers 
G l ASS J A M S A S T A 
B E RET OM 1 T S W A • 
S 0 t t ERG AM E P E 5 T 
N F W 1 
S T R o V E C l AM P E 0 
C E E 1 l Ell 
SON o l IDS A • TIS 
H U • C R E o y A R o 0 ASH 
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ERA S P A R RUB 
8 1 T S P R 1 Z E F I G H T 
A C C T l 0 8 F 1 
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"We aren't going to 
concede one single 
state ... " 
-Michael Dukakis 
after finishing third in the 
April 19 New York primary -
behind Dukakis and civil 
rights leader Jesse Jackson -
he suspended his campaign 
April 21 and held onto his 405.55 
delegate votes. 
In Washington, a 
symbolic in its direction -
South, which voted over-
whelmingly for President 
Reagan in 1980 and 1984. 
The governor is Dot strong in 
Dixie, and campaign aides 
said the tour was aimed at 
sending a clear signal to the 
Bush camp that the vice 
president will have to fight 
Dukakis in all corners of the 
nation. 
spokeswoman said that despite 
endorsing Dukakis. Gore "is 
still a candidate" for president 
and had not yet released his 
delegates. 
In Nashville, Gore said 
Dukakis was playing better 
than expected in Dixie. 
FIESTATIME 
Dukakis launched his 
SoudIern swing with an en-
dorsement from Gore - but in 
supporting Dukakis, the 
sena tor did not release his 
delegates to the Democratic 
National Convention in Atlanta 
next month. 
The moderate Gore got into 
the presidential race hoping a 
major victory in the mostly 
Southern Super Tuesday 
primaries March 8 would 
make him the front-runner. 
While he won seven contests 
that day, Gore never gained 
the necessary momentum and 
Sun.-Tues. 
100m-30m 
Wed.-Thurs. 
lOom-,cam 
Fri.-Sat. 
100m-Sam 
~un to the 
bonier for the 
new Maimelt 
o 
.... .,. 
TACO 
'BELL 
only99C 
412 E. Walnut 
Carbondale 
549-7212 
We accept phone 
orders for pick-up 
AN OPEN LETTER TO STATE OF ILLINOIS EMPLOYEES 
FORMERLY COVERED BY TOTAL HEALTH CARE HMO. 
We at St. Joseph Memorial Hospital believe that with the demise of Total 
Health Care HMO some very unfortunate situations developed. ~irst. a/l 
of you most likely experienced a great deal of anxiety regarding if and 
how your medical bills would be paid. Then we believe that you were not 
given adequate opportunity to make a carefully considered choice for fu-
ture health care coverage. We believe that court ordered assignment of 
your coverage to Carle Care HMO further worsened an anticompetitive 
monopolistic situation in Jackson county. 
For reasons unknown to us. St. Joseph Memorial Hospital and the major-
ity of our Active Medical Staff members are not included in the Carle-
Care network. Therefore. many former Total Health Care subscribers 
have lost coverage of services by their trusted family physician. as well 
as. coverage for care in a familiar hospital providing high quality. eco-
nomical and caring service. 
St. Joseph is a fully accredited. well equipped. full service. high quality 
health care institution with a long history of caring for all in need. Our 
values of mission and· philosophy have enabled us to develop a special 
reputation of truly caring for the person in a manner that bestows dignity 
and respect. 
During your current re-sign up period we encourage you to consider the 
following offer. 
In order to more effectively compete, St. Joseph will give special consid-
eration to those State of illinois employees who are enrolling in the State 
basic plan called Quality Care (formerly Equicor). For the upcoming bene-
fit year, beginning July 1. 1988. we will waive deductible and coinsurance 
for all covered services at St. Joseph Memorial Hospital. Also those phy-
sicians whose names are listed below will waive deductible and coinsur-
ance for covered services they provide to hospital patients covered oy 
the State basic plan. "Quality Care". 
We hope that this offer provides a real out-of-pocket savings incentive 
that will benefit individuals. as well as. help assure the viability and fu-
ture of St. Joseph Memorial Hospital. We will be here when you need us. 
~d~ 
John Groves 
President and CEO 
Dr. O. Ballesteros 
Dr. D. Blaise 
Dr. V. Colon 
Dr. E.S. del Carmen 
Dr. L Hungerford 
Dr. T. Kupferer 
Dr. G. Macaraeg 
Dr. M. Macaraeg 
Dr. P. Pachlkara 
Dr. D. Porter 
Dr. J. Robinson 
Dr. R.M. Rodriguez 
Dr. A. Sudvarg 
Dr. M. Treece 
~ .. ST. JOSEPH MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
800 NDrth Second Street 
Murphy,boro. IlIiflOls 62966 
Pact seen as negotiation model to tax-free market 
OTTAWA <UPI) - The 
Canada-U .S. free trade 
agreement, a milestone in the 
international movement 
toward more liberalized trade, 
will come under close scrutiny 
at the economic summit in 
Toronto next week. 
The pact still is months from 
being ratified by Congress and 
the Canadian Parliament, but 
some of the hottest debate over 
the agreement is being con-
ducted by nations fearing the 
treaty will lead to a "Fortress 
North America" trade bloc. 
"The Japanese are the most 
Some nations fear the free trade agreement 
will lead to a "Fortress North America" trade 
bloc. 
sensitive about the 
agreement," said Dr. Richard 
Lipsey, a Toronto-based in-
ternational trade expert. "The 
Europeans know what's going 
on; they have been watching it 
with great interest. And 
there's a lot of envy from some 
countries who are saying they 
would like that kind of access 
to a tariff-free market." 
The Canada-U .S. agreement 
was one of dozens of such 
bilateral pacts signed in the 
last few years of economic 
prosperity when countries 
found it easier to commit 
themselves to free trade. 
Little action expected 
at economic meetings 
Subsidies 
crippling 
agriculture TORONTO (UPI) - Ronald Reagan's faith in free markets 
and enterprise was derided by 
other leaders when he moved 
into the White House. Seven 
years later, he remains a true 
believer and now many of 
those who smirked at his ideas 
are applauding. 
Reagan will hear tributes 
and glowing farewells from the 
leaders of six major industrial 
nations, which have moved in 
recent years toward 
liberalizing their economies, 
at Sunday's opening of the 
three-day Torunto Economic 
Summit. 
No major decisions are 
expected, however, when 
Reagan and the leaders of 
Japan, West" Germany, 
France, Britain, Italy and 
Canada discuss such issues as 
global trade and budget im-
balances, Third World debt 
and agricultural subsidies that 
drain tens of billions of dollars 
from governments. The 
sUDlmit runs through Tuesday. 
The don't-rock-the-boat 
approach is certain, experts 
said, because Reagan is only 
six months frOlil leaving the 
White House and the- world 
economy is on a relatively 
stable track. 
"It's going to be hard to get 
much out of (the summit> 
because Reagan is a lame 
duck," said David Wyss, chief 
financial econOJI'.lst for the 
Data Resi'lIrces Inc. 
forecasting firm in Lexington, 
Mass. 
David Finch, a senior fellow 
at the Institute for In-
ternational Economics in 
Washington, agreed, "The 
sumwit will be dominated by 
U.S. politics." 
The relatively tranquil state 
of the global tlConomy will 
contribute to the inaction, said 
economist David Jones of the 
New York bond-trading house, 
Aubrey G. L..'UlSton & Co. 
"We have t.~d an admirable, 
successful period of economic 
coordination," he said, 
referring to efforts by the 
United States, Japan, West 
Germany and other "Group of 
Seven" nations to stabilize the 
value of the dollar and reduce 
global trade and budget im-
balances. 
So while they wait to see who 
wins the U.S. presidential 
election, the allied heads of 
government will use the 
summit to la visbly praise 
Reagan. He will be saluted as a 
major force behind the 
worldwide movement toward 
free market economic policies 
such as deregulation, lower 
tax rates, easing trade 
barriers and encouraging 
private investment. 
Reagan has not always been 
the object of such admiration 
at summits, said Alan Wallis, 
undersecretary of state for 
economic affairs. 
Tn earlier· years, Reagan 
"was regarded as sort of a 
quaint, amusing character of 
the past who talked about 
markets, private enterprise, 
entrepreneurship, etc.," said 
Wallis. "Now at the summits 
that's all they talk about. The 
agenda now is strictly 
(Reagan's) agenda." 
When Reagan went to his 
first economic summit in 
Ottawa in 1981, his message 
, was met with skepticism and 
perhaps deris.on," said 
Treasury Secre~ James 
Baker. "Now, that s not so. 
Everybody is pretty much on 
board" with the Reagan 
philosophy, he said. 
Wallis said the free en-
terprise movement is 
sweeping the world, and he 
noted that even China and the 
Soviet Union are taking fIrSt 
steps toward liberalized 
economies. 
In Toronto, Reagan can be 
expected to do some crowing, 
as he did in a June 13 speech. 
TORONTO (UPH -
The world agricultural 
crisis has CUl a 
remarkably wide swath, 
crippling farm 
production and prices 
and raising consumer 
costs in all but a few 
countries. 
Farm subsidy 
programs - which cost 
governments up to $200 
billion a year, according 
to the U.S. government-
caused the crisis. Those 
voicing the greatest 
outcry against farm 
subsidy programs, the 
United States and 
European Economic 
Community, have so far 
shown the least 
willingness to negotiate a 
compromise. 
"Agriculture in a 
sense, is a kind of 
paradigm of what har-
pens when countries are 
unwilling to accept the 
implications of their 
domestic policy," a 
senior Canadian official 
said in a recent briefing 
for the June 19-21 
economic summit in 
Toronto, which will draw 
President Reagan and 
the leaders of Canada, 
Japan, Britain, France, 
Italy and West Germany. 
In an effort to bring 
producing countries back 
to a market-based 
system, without reliance 
on expensive domestic 
programs to prop up 
farm communities, 
agricultural trade 
reform was added to the 
current round of 
negotiations aimed at 
liberalizing international 
trade rules. 
Economic growth slow, Fed says 
WASHINGTON (UPl> -
Economic growth slowed in 
the last few months bPcause of 
sluggish retail sales, con-
struction spending and real 
estate activity, but export 
demand and manufacturing 
remained strong, the Federal 
Reserve said Thursday. 
The Fed, on the basis of 
reporu before June 7 from its 
12 district banks, also said the 
drought in the nation's grain-
producing areas is a concern 
but said only the Dallas and St. 
Louis districts reported that 
reduced yields were a major 
threat now. 
Atlanta and Chicago district 
bartles reported good crop 
conditions and the Chicago 
bank, Lhoug~, noting a surge in 
crop prices because of the 
drought. "slates that (he ex 
fent ot lrrervcrsih}p <;r~p 
rJatl.dgc I;, b.·lie' ,·d ~lnLll1 at 
this time," the report ~l\id. 
The FeU report saId most 
districts reported "sustained 
economic growth, but some 
note a somewhat slower pace 
of growth than earlier in the 
year." 
"Manufacturing remains 
strong in most districts, and 
export demand continues to 
grow," the report said. 
Retail sales were slow in 
April and May in most areas of 
the country partly bec<luse of 
bad weather and an early 
Easter. which pushed holiday 
sales into March, the report 
said. 
"Weakness in women's 
apparel (sales) was frequently 
meationed and attributed to 
ur,popular styles and 
r~islance to higher prices," 
the report said. 
Thi:' report s;{id retailers had 
kept thc)r ,,['J( hpiJes 10'1,' by 
"tight monitoring and 
generous markdowns on slow-
moving itP.ms." 
While districts with good' 
retail sales expected the trend 
to continue, areas with 
sluggish sales were 
pessimistic and L'l CI('v~land, 
"Department store executives 
believe the economy is in a 
consumer recession and ex-
pect no improvement hefore 
the fall," the report said. 
The Commerc~ Department 
reported Wedn .... :iay that 
retail sales in May rose a 
slugl;lish 0.1 percent, mamly on 
slumping sales of automohiles 
and other t:Xpensive, long-
lasting goods. 
On the other hand, 
manufacturing remained 
strong in all districts except 
Dallas and Atlanta, which 
reported a ~J!)wing of new 
orders in some l/ldustnes 
But some economists, as 
well as governments in Japan, 
the Netherlands and the 
European Economic Com-
munity, have expressed 
concern that the move toward 
agreements between in-
dividual nations is un-
dermining the broader ap-
proach to tariff cuts involving 
large groups of countries. 
There also is concern some 
provisions of the Canada-U .S. 
pact, notably a decision to 
establish a joint tribunal for 
resolving trade-related 
disputes, could violate an 
essential General Agreement 
on Tariffs and Trade principle 
of non-discrimination. In other 
words, other countries in the 
90-plus member GATT 
organization might insist they 
also be granted similar con-
cessions in their trade with 
Canada or the United States. 
The Canada-U .S. 
agreement, signed by 
President Reagan and Prime 
Minister Brian Mulroney Jan. 
2, would dismantle most tariff 
and non-tariff barriers to 
cross-border trade over 10 
years beginning next Jan. 1. 
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If you want a special Wedding 
Engagement ring set see my new 
styles for '88. 
Individual Wedding rings 
designed for 
"you" 
by 
AUanStuck 
529 .. 2341 
Please call for appointment 
See my new Crystals and Crystal jewelry. 
I buy or trade for scrap gold. 
located on So 51 b .. twE'en Arnold', Mk. & K .. n', Vea( h 
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t"ew Atlanta Braves manager 
understands what lies ahead 40¢ DRAFTS ATLAmA 'UPI' -- Russ Nixon understood what was ~n store when he :,ucceeded 
Chuck Tanner last month as 
manager of the last-place 
Atlanta Braves 
"~'m not getting 
discouraged." he said. "r knew 
what I was getting into. It's a 
big challenge and I thought I 
was worthy of it. Oh, sure. Y0t; 
hope you can make an im-
mediate impact But. 
realisticallv, vou know that 
isn't like Iv to be the case." 
The Braves were 12-27 when 
Nixon. a former Tanner coach 
who had been managing at AA 
Greenville \ S.C.), returned to 
the majors May 23. Through 
Wedne5day night, the Braves 
were 8-13 under Nixon and 20 
games undt:r .500. 
Nixon managed two seasons 
at Cincinnati (1982-83) and 
finished last both times. He 
joined Atlanta as a coach in 
1936 when Tanner be<ame 
manager. 
Tanner dropped :\,ix()!l for 
1988. but ~he Braves front 
office qUickly named him 
manaeer at Greenville. It \ .is 
rumored Tanner believed 
:\'ixon was after his job. 
General Manager Bobby Cox 
disavowed earlier statements 
about ~e Braves sacrificing 
this season for the future. He 
insisted Nixon was brought up 
because "we felt it was time 
for a change." 
Nixon, a 53-year-old Ohioan. 
has been in professional 
baseball for 35 years, 12 as a 
major-league catcher. He 
appears to be working under 
the same marching orders that 
were given to Tanner. 
"We remain committed to 
building from the ground up," 
l'iixon said. "We're going to 
stick toil." 
This means using a lot of 
young untested players 
especially pitchers. Veteran 
Rick \-tahler. 7-6. is the only 
';tarter with a winning record 
Qn a staff with the NL's worst 
ERA ,4.471. 
"They can't keep going out 
there like that," Nixon said. 
"We're not getting the kind of 
outings that we need. 
"And. wouldn't you know it. 
just when we seemed to have 
found a couple of middle 
reiievers, one (Paul Assen-
macheTJ comes up lame (stiff 
neckl. He can't even turn his 
head, let alone raise his arm 
much. I was hoping he'd be 
better. But he's still hurting. 
With Assenmacher out. we've 
reallv had to shuffle our 
bullpen. He's our set-up guy 
and r sure hope he'll get back 
soon. 
"I don't know how long it will 
last, but Assemmacher and 
,Jose! Alvarez the other 
middle reliever i have been 
doing a hell of a iob." 
549-3366 406 S. Illinois 
at European TanSpa 
10-30 Minute Session 
Regular Bed-'30.CO 
10-20 Minute Sessions 
Super Bed-'40.00 
All beds have face tanners 
Sessions must be used by 8-3/-88 
1ir 300 t. Main-Carbondale 422 James Hunter Building Carterville 529-371:? 985-2875 Open 7 days a week 
Three tie at 3 under 68 lNotre Dame 
in U.S. Open 1st round 
BROOKLI:\E, ~lass. 'L'P!) 
~ Scotland's Sandy Lyle. 
hoping to keep aiive the dream 
of a profesSlOnal Grand Slam, 
birdied the 18th h'lle Thursdav 
for a 3-under 68 that left him 
tied with Journeymen Bob 
Gilder and Mike l"icolette for 
the first· round lead in the 88th 
US Open. 
Just as he did at the final 
hole to wm the Mastt!rs two 
months ago. Lyle ran in a IS-
foot birdie putt an the last 
green of The Country Club 
course Thursday to not only tie 
Gilder and Nicolette but to 
jump in front of a host of stars 
bidding for the second major 
title of the year 
"The Grand Slam is 
possible," Lyle said. "But I 
don't fancy the odds looking 
too good. Still. if I play like this 
for th!'ee more davs, the 
chances will be better." 
No player has won the first 
two legs of the Grand Slam -
maGe up of the Masters, US. 
Open. British Open and PGA ~ 
since Jack Nicklaus did so in 
1972 Nicklaus barelv lost the 
Bntist. Open that year to Lee 
Trevino. 
Gilder and Nicolette. whose 
careers have been plagued 
with frustratIOn far more than 
they have been blessed with 
suc~ess, shot their 685 early in 
the da" while the tem-
peratures were high and the 
humidity was rismg. 
But as the day wore on the 
winds began to gust, tem-
perat.ures cooled and the 
threat of rain hung in tho> air 
Lyle played throLOgh the 
worst of the Winds to post hi!' 
68, which included two birdies 
on the last three IJoles. 
"I haven't been playing 
well," said Lyle, a th.'-'*!-time 
champion and the leadmg 
money wmner on the PGA tour 
this year, "but yesterday, 
everything seemed to click for 
me." 
Close behind the three co-
leaders was a crew of 
household golfing names. 
Spanish star Seve 
Ballesteros, defending 
champion Scott Simpson. 1987 
Masters winner Larry Mize, 
Paul Azinger and Dick Mast 
were only a shot back of the 
front runners at 2-under 69. 
At I-under 70 were Lanny 
Wadkins, Curtis Strange and 
Craig Stadler. The large group 
at even-par included Andy 
Bean, Ben Crenshaw, two-time 
Open champion Hale Irwin. 
D.A. Weibring, Isao Aoki and 
U.S. Amateur champion Bill 
Mayfair. 
Tom Kite, Nick Faldo and 
Fred Couples were among 
those at 72 while Fuzzy Zoeller. 
Raymond I-loyd and Lee 
Trevino shot 73. 
And at 74 came three of the 
biggest names in the tour-
nament - Tom Watson, Greg 
Norman and Nicklaus. 
Mast returns as winner 
BROOKLINE, Mass. (UPIl 
- Dick Mast earned $17,000 in 
six frustrating years before 
quitting the PGA Tour in 1979. 
On Thursday, he enjoyed his 
moment in the muggy sun, 
shooting a 2-under-par 69 to 
finish among the leaders in the 
first round of the U.S. Open. 
"I'd like to get used to that," 
said Mast, 'n, who rejoined the 
tour in 1985. "I try to remind 
myself it's early, but it's 
always good to see your name 
go up on the leader board." 
Mast, who teed off at 7:12 
a.m. EDT in the fourth 
threesome of the da v, went to 
the 17th tee stond'ing at 3-
under. With d crowd 
gathering, he bog('\ (:1; \ he 17th. 
He then saved par <it )<0.18 by 
blasting from tht' ';-:,nl bunker 
to about 6 tn.-he, fe",,, thecup 
That gave riC!' '" -iistml"-
tion of being the first player to 
break par at the 1988 Open. 
Mast, who fil1ished 100rd on 
the PGA money list last year 
with $90,768, has played his 
best the past two weeks. 
He finished tied for sixth in 
last week's Westchester Open 
and tied for seventh in the 
Kemper Open the previous 
week. Those paydays ac-
counted for nearly half his 
$93,750 winnings this year. 
Mast, who turned pro in 1972, 
had his best tour finish in the 
1987 USF&G Classic, tying for 
fourth. 
"] had a little trouble with 
the driver, but I kept the ball in 
play and I'm real pleased," 
Mast said of his opening round 
at The CountrY Club. "The 
fairways are hird and !here's 
a premIUm on straigntness 
here ., 
jJjl(':-;-l!~ 
basketball 
player dropped 
SOUTH BEND, Ind. 
(L'PI) - Uruversitv of 
!';otre Dame baskethall 
player Mark Stevenson 
has been dismissed from 
the Fighting Irish by 
Coach Digger Phelps, 
officials said Thursday. 
Stevenson had two run-
ins with police officers 
last season, Including a 
December 1987 arrest on 
shoplifting charges, and 
another arrest for being a 
minor in possession of 
alcohoi following an 
upset win over Kansas on 
Jan. 23, a month before 
his 21st birthday. 
The 6-foot-6 Stevenson 
will be allowed to return 
to the school to complete 
work on his degree under 
his scholarship, but the 
senior will not be able to 
compete as all Irish 
athlete. 
127 N: Washington Call549-7712. 
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Braindead boxer's parents hopeful 
No charge 
JOHANNESBURG, South 
Africa (UPi) - Welterweight 
boxer Brian Baronet was 
pronounced brain dead 
Thursday but his parents 
insisted he remain on a life-
support system. 
"We will never give up," 
Ernie Bal.met said after being 
told his son bad no chance of 
recovering. 
Brian Baronet, a 27-year-old 
South African, was taken ~ the 
16-year-old 
wins warmup 
to Wimbledon 
EAST BOURNE , England 
(UPI) - Mary Joe Fernandez 
upset Gabriela Sabatini 6-2,7-5 
Thursday at a $250,000 Wim· 
bledon tuneup to advance to 
the semifinals against Martina 
Navratilova. 
It was the third time the 16-
year-old high school student 
from Miami bas beaten the 
Argentme, the world's No. 5 
women's pllyer. 
Darren Green of Carbondtlle practices free throws 
Thursday in the Recreation Center. 
Navratilova, using East· 
bourne as her traditional 
Wimbledon warmup, ad-
vanced with a 6-4, 6-4 victory 
over Larissa Savchenko of the 
Soviet Union. 
"I returned OK, and I was 
moving OK," Navratilova 
said. 
FIRINGS, from Page 20 
Larry Bowa was canned by 
the San Diego Padres in early 
June after less than two years 
at the helm. His team wasn't 
winning, but it, too, is a team 
lacking in talent. Bowa was 
forced to work with a crop ci 
youngsters and a pitching staff 
that would ha'le turned the 42-
year·old Bowa gray by year's 
end. 
Major League Baseball also 
said farewell to a couple of 
managing gurus last month. 
Chuck Tanner got the heave 
from the pitiful Atlanta Braves 
and Dick Williams received his 
walking papers from the 
&,attle I\If.ariners. Tanner has 
managed five clubs in his 
career and Williams headed 
six teams. 
The Braves lack fan support 
and the team plays with 
minimal enthusiasm, while the 
Mariners have failed to muster 
a winning season after II 
years in the league. Sounds 
like something is wrong with 
the scouting and signing 
GAMES 
from Page 20-
finalists will not be 
available for a couple of 
weeks, he said. 
Several SIU-C coaches 
will be active with the 
Games, carney said. Ron 
Smith, assistant 
basketball coach, will 
coach open men's 
basketball; Judy Auld, 
tennis coach, will coach 
women's tenniS; Jim 
Tierney, assistant 
swimming coach, will 
coach swimming; and 
Sonya Locke, assistant 
volleyball coach, will 
coach open women's 
volleyball. 
procedures of these clubs 
rather than a deficient 
manager. 
Pro basketball and hockey 
operate on the same system -
you win or you walk. 
Sacramento Kings coach Bill 
Russell had little ~ime to work 
with a sorry team and Bill 
Fitch never fulfilled the ex· 
pectations of the Houston 
Rocket's brass. 
Mike Keenan was fired as 
head coach of the Philadelphia 
Flyers on May 11. Apparently 
Philadelphia generai manager 
Bobby Clarke is blind to the 
fact that in the past four 
seasons Keenan has compiled 
the second best winning 
percentage in the league and 
took the Flyers to the Stanley 
Cup Playoff Finals in 1987. 
There is another unan-
swered question in the process 
of hiring and firing coaches. 
Why is it that teams keep 
recycling the same managers 
over and over? Managers who 
have been fired, sometimes 
more than once, keep showing 
up on the bench of a team 
trying to rebuild. This process 
is questionable. If a team IS 
trying to rebuild i~ would seem 
appropriate to bnng m a fresh 
face, no~ a tired veteran. 
And still another question is: 
How many games does a 
manager actually win for a 
team? Whitey Herzog, 
manager of the St.Louis 
Cardinals, is the man many 
baseball people feel is the best 
manager in the game. Herzog 
plays aggressive and exciting 
baseball. Herzog once said 
that he thought his managing 
was responsible for IS vic· 
tories a year, and not more 
than 20. It makes you wonder 
how many victories a lesser 
manager accounts for. 
With professional sports the 
business it is today, it doesn't 
appear that an end to the 
managerial axing is in sight. 
So for now, coaches and 
managers will have to live 
with the Rodney Dangerfield 
image and continue to get no 
respect. 
Fri. & Sat. 
Music by: 
Mix Masters Inc. 
s 1 .50 Premium 
Speedrails 
50C Drafts 
s2.75 Pitchers 
hospital Tuesday night with 
severe brain damage after a a 
10th-round knockout in Durban 
by American junior welter· 
weight Kenny Vice. 
Baronet injured his back in 
an automobile accident four 
days before the bout but was 
declared fit to fight. 
"We are waiting for the 
green light from his family to 
pull out the plug," a doctor 
said Thursday at St. 
Augustine'S Hospital. 
The fighter's father said 
doctors told him "Brian is 
b!":iin dead and there is nothing 
more they can do for him." 
Ernie Baronet then spoke with 
his wife Phyllis and their other 
children, Robbie and Char-
maine. 
"I will not let them pull the 
plug," be said. "My son was a 
fighter and he fought all his 
life ... 
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GRADUATIPIG SUMMER 1988? 
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Sports 
~ AD candidate wants it tough 
From the 
Press Box 
Jeff Grieser 
Coaches 
can't win 
for losing 
The owners of 
professional sports 
teams recently have put 
a substantial dent in ~ 
adage that "winning isn't 
everything. " 
In slightly more than a 
month's time nine head 
coaches from three 
major sports - baseball, 
basketball and bockey-
have been fired. Team 
owners seem to think that 
a manageri!'! or coaching 
change is the answer to 
their team's woes. The 
days of Connie Vack, 
who managed the 
Philadelphia Athletics 
~ team for 50 
years, are lOng gone. 
The reality is owners 
must produce a winning 
sqiO&d and wben things 
are going pootiy, they 
have to find a scapegoat 
The problem l!I they can't 
fire the whole team and 
the options are limited. 
Managers and coaches 
I =~':!lf:r.' for 
It·s true that anyone 
can get fired and that 
some of these moves are 
oecessary. Many of the 
decisions, however, are 
made in hopes of flDding 
the ultimate savior who 
will revitalize a hopeless 
team. 
The monetary value of 
major league teams 
grows every year, and 
every year pro sports 
become more like any 
other business. The 
larger crowds and fatter 
TV cont&l1Cts make the 
need for a winner even 
greater. But how much 
does a manager or coach 
really help or binder his 
squad? 
Cal RiJ)k.en Sr., who 
was fu-ecf as manager of 
the Baltimore Orioles at 
the beginning of this 
season, was a prime 
example of a manager 
without a chance. The 
Baltimore club is 
horrible (and that's being 
kind) and no manager in 
the world could have 
made them a winner. 
This became evident 
when the club lost its first 
15 games under new 
manager Frank 
Robinson and set a 
record for most losses by 
an American League 
team to start a season. 
See FIRING, Page 18 
Competition 
should be stiff, 
Hughes says 
By Ron Sone 
StaffWriler 
Athletics director candidate 
Jerry Hughes said Thursday 
that he favors tough schedules, 
an ingredient he says is im-
portant in building a strong 
athletics program. 
"I think you have to play the 
best competitilln possible. You 
don't want to beat up your 
team, but 1 think that unless 
you push anyone, they cannot 
exceed to their fullest extent," 
Hughes said during an open 
question-and-answer session 
at the Student Ce:lter 
Auditorium. 
Hughes said a team effort is 
needed for effective fun-
draising, an area he regards 
as one of his strong points. 
"You need a good fun-
draising director who has to be 
closely worked with. The 
program has to be or-
chestrated with the president, 
coaches, volunteers and 
alumni. Ther, all play an im-
portant role. ' 
Hughes also stressed the 
importance of playing big 
name se~ools is larger 
markets such as St Louis and 
Chicago. He said it helps in 
stud~n~ recruitment and 
improves alumni relations. 
Hughes said his 71k years as 
a basketball coach at Morgan 
SIafIP ..... brDanen p __ 
Athletics director c.ndldete Jerry Hugh ... n .... questions 
at .n open forum .... Ion In the Student CenIar Audttarlum 
Thursday., _, 
County High School in Ver- players. 
sailles, Mo. helps him relate "I have a real appreciation 
better with coaches and of what coaches are going 
Marion High: School hurdler 
gets men's: track scholarship 
By 8racI BUlh ... 
StaffWriler 
A Marion high hurdler 
recently signed a full tuition 
scholarship with coach Bill 
Cornell to run for the men's 
track team next season. 
Phillip Sykes, the Marion 
High School sectional winner, 
signed a national letter of 
intent in May to run the 110-
meter high hurdles. His best 
time is 14.34 seconds. He 
placed eighth in the state high 
school !rack and field meet in 
Charleston, according to 
Sports Informatioo. 
Sykes said sru-c was one of 
his original choices because of 
the familiar region and 
because !rack would be his 
"ticket to college." 
Adapting to college high 
hurdles, which are three in-
ches higher than high school 
hurdles, will not be a problem, 
the 6-£oot-3 Sykes &ald. "Size 
has a lot to do with it," he said. 
Sykes has not made any 
goals for indoor track this 
year, but he said hopes to place 
in the Missouri Valley C0n-
ference Outdoor Cham-
pionships even though it is a 
"b.ig goal for a freshman," he 
said. 
Sykes will compete in the 
Prarie State track and field 
preliminaries in carbondale 
June 29 and go on to the finals 
in Champaign. 
Houston pitcher gets muzzle 
NOW members 
upset at being 
called IesbiaIlS 
HOUSTON (UPI) - A 
women's rights group that 
dubbed Houston pitcher Bob 
Knepper "Neanderthal of the 
Year" for his comments about 
female umpires will present 
the player an Astros ~p with a 
muzzle to aclmowledge his 
latest comments. 
Knepper's remarks about 
the National Organizatioo for 
Women are included in the 
June 20 issue of Sports 
llius!rated. 
"NOW is such a blowhard 
organization," Knepper is 
quoted as saying. "TheY are a 
bunch of lesbians. Their focus 
bas nothing to do with women's 
rights. It bas everything to do 
with wanting to be men." 
Knepper, who is with the 
Astros in Cincinnati, has said 
the comment was made in jest. 
"He has put a label on an 
organization he knows nothing 
about," said Kathy Aubin, 
president of the NOW Houston 
chapter. "I doo't think it is a 
joke. It is a serious accusation. 
We are offended. He should 
?itch and really not talk about 
something be doesn't know 
about." 
Aubin said Knepper's 
comments foster bias against 
feminist groups. She said the 
muzzle for, Knepper will be 
delivered througJl the Cin-
cinnati NOW chapter. 
"We are certainly going to 
request that the team make an 
official apology, and come 
meet some of our members to 
fmd out what we've been doing 
for women's rights over the 
last 21 years," Aubin said. 
Knepper said be received 
more than 40 telephone calls at 
his hotel room Wednesday 
after his comments about 
NOW were made public. 
"I finally got tired of it and 
just unphlgged the phone," he 
said. 
National League President 
A. Bartlett Giamatti disap-
provedof~'s remarks. 
"He thorou~hly disagrees 
with the commecto attributed 
to Bob Knepper," said 
spokeswoman Katy Feeney. 
''They are his personal opinion 
and, like everyone else, be is 
entiU('d to his personal 
viewpoint." 
Astros spokesman Rob 
Matwick said Knepper's 
comments do not reflect the 
views of his teammates or the 
ballclub. 
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through. 1 know what it feels 
like to lose a tough one-pointer, 
I think it's important to have 
been in the trenches, It's 
important to be able to relate 
to students. I have no problem 
doing that." 
Hughes supports a bonus 
system for members Gf his 
staff that perform extremely 
well. 
"We at Central Mjpsouri 
State University have a merit 
system. For those coaches that 
perform extremely well, there 
is a bonus system ... 
Search committee chairman 
Roger Robinson said: "I am 
increasingly impressed with 
Mr. Hughes. I like his style. 
He's open, straight. He's 
better in person than he is on 
I:=ess~~d be knows the 
Hughes, who concluded his 
interview sessions Thursday, 
has been the athletics director 
at Central Missouri State 
Universitv since 1983 and is the 
second Of four candidates 
being interviewed. 
Charlotte West, interim 
athletics director, will be in-
terviewed June 22 and 23. 
Ralph Barkey, athletics 
director at Sonoma 
(California) State University 
will be interviewed June 24 and 
25. 
Former st. Louis Cardinal 
quarterback and SW-C alum 
Jim Hart interviewed Monday 
and Tuesday. 
President John C. GUyilD 
said he expects a decision on 
who \he new athletics diree\.or 
in the first week of July. 
Prairie finals 
to be held 
at U of I 
By Beth Clavin 
Staff Writer 
The Prairie State 
Games finals will be July 
20 through 23 at the 
University of Illinois, 
Gary Carnoay, assistant 
athletics director, said. 
The Prairie State 
Games allow athletes 
from across Illinois to 
compete in various 
sports, with the winners 
of each region advancing 
to the finals. 
The games are pat-
terned after the Olympic 
games, Carney said. 
About 3,000 competitors 
participate in the event. 
There are 19 activites 
involved, and each has 
two levels, he said. The 
scbolastic division in-
cludes athletes in grades 
10 through 12. The open 
division is for high school 
gradutes. 
Each activity has 
divisions for women and 
men, Carney said. 
A junior division was 
held this year for 
students in grades six 
through nine, Carney 
said. Regional com-
petitioo was held, but this 
division will not attend 
the finals, he said. 
Several athletes from 
SW-C will be attending, 
but the official list of 
See GAMES, Page 19 
